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: Prologue

into a comfortable and reliable home away from
During our travels in our 2009 Bavaria 47 Cruis- home. We continued improvements this season
er ‘Clio’ from the Turkish southern Aegean to the with the purchase of a tailor-made full-size deck
Greek Northern Ionian Seas we travelled over
tent to protect her from the sun and weather
1,200 NM and stayed at 88 ports and anchorages when in storage over winter.
during that time, see the map.
Stripping back the keel to bare metal getting it
sandblasted and applying many layers of protecThe five Crews of a total of nine people we had
tive coatings should halt the corrosion so comthe pleasure to have aboard, contributed a lot to
mon when metal is in contact with seawater.
our own pleasure of exploring the exquisite surroundings of the Eastern Mediterraneans, both
We very much enjoy observing the rich marine
above and underwater.
life around us, and we improved our ability to
identify and photograph small animals and
Repairs, improvements and consistent mainplants by extending our equipment with a retenance over the past 3 years have turned Clio
search-quality stereo microscope.
The 2016 season

We hope you will enjoy the 2016 diary of our
travels as much as we did experiencing and
sharing that rich time in the Eastern Mediterranean.
Wellington Point, Australia
Francis and Christine
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Chapter 1: From Turkey with Love

25 April, 2016

night’s sleep, after a nice dinner.

After several weeks of packing and repacking our 60
kgs of luggage and saying lots of farewells, thanks
Sophia and Terry for the lovely dinner party and the
Wellington walkers, our 2016 adventure begins as
always with the long flight to Athens. We’re traveling
kind-of-light, only 30 kg each in the official luggage.
This time we had a stop in Cyprus on the way from
Dubai to Athens, and the plane went out of its way to
avoid Syria and the Middle East. All went smoothly, and with much relief the ATM at the airport was
cooperative and coughed up some euros from our six
months dormant Greek account. We collected our
rental car without any problems and made our way
to Glyfada and our hotel for a much needed good

27 April

Feeling refreshed and after a filling and delicious
Greek breakfast, we set forth to complete our mission
to acquire temporary residence visas for Greece. This
process had already started in Australia applying for
an ‘International Visa’ with the Consulate General in
Sydney. It took medical certificates, Federal Police
checks, insurance papers, application forms, proof of
income, lots of $$, trip to Sydney to get our photos
taken (only place in Australia, so we’re lucky not to
be in Perth), and some patience. Eventually the very
nice lady was convinced of our genuine wish to stay
in Greece for longer than 3 months and granted us
the visas, represented by a sticker in our passports.
She also told us that this did not mean that we could
stay in Greece for longer than 3 months unless….
we went through pretty much the same process in
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while but at last we all agreed that we needed to get
to the bank and pay the application fee and book
ourselves into a hotel in Central Athens, Glyfada
where we were staying was not considered to be in
the Athens council, and we must provide an address
in Athens. The time was now 11:00 and the office
was closing at 1:00 pm and would then remain closed
for a week for Greek Easter.
So Francis applying his best Greek driving skills
whisked us off though heavy Athenean traffic to
the bank where we paid close to a thousand dollars,
while Chris got onto the trusted iPad and reserved
a room in a hotel in Athens. We then went to our
friend Christos’ office where they kindly printed out
our hotel reservation for us. Weaving our way back
through the traffic (thank God for the GPS) we made
it back to the Aliens Bureau with 30 minutes to spare.
However, this time we had to enter by the front door
and had to stand in the office doorway to attract the
attention of the worker who had been processing our
application. He recognised us and waved us into his
desk, jumping that queue again, hoping not to end up
in some detention center!

Greece, possibly with an added level of complexity
of another medical examination in Greece and all
our paperwork translated in Greek too. And even
more $$ than we already paid in Sydney and gave us
an address which turned out to be the Greek Aliens
bureau.
Back in Athens: we arrived at the Aliens bureau and
asked for the gentleman who we had (we thought)
an appointment with. We were told that he is not in
today you should come back next week. After some
discussion we established that we did not have an
appointment as such and we just needed to see an
application person. We were escorted downstairs
where we were ushered in via the back door, effectively jumping the queue. Please don’t tell Mr Dutton.

We handed over our receipts and the hotel reservation showing an Athens address and hoped for the
best. Another form was completed and we breathed
a great sigh of relief when the rubber stamp was
produced. Not that we now have the required visas,
we still have to supply them with a Greek translated
copy of our travel insurance (with lawyers stamps
and signatures, of course), but we believe that we are
getting a bit closer to being the proud owners of an
official Greek temporary resident visa sometime in
the future.

Again there was much discussion and confusion
about what papers were required from us and where
we were meant to submit our application. It took a

A visit to Athens would not be complete without a
visit to Francis’ favourite shop, Nautilus the chandlery, where we got a bargain winch (adding just 5 kg
to the load) that will make the skipper’s life considerably easier when hauling in the headsail, and would
ease the Crew’s fear of him dying of a heart attack in
the process.
We also called into Cosmos/Nomicos to say hello to
our good friends there. They very kindly had taken
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Chapter 1: From Turkey with Love
29 April 2016
After a leisurely start to the day we again repacked
the luggage, not being constrained by silly air travel
restrictions (only our own carrying capacity) and
headed off. The ferry leaves the port at 7.00pm to
arrive in Rhodes Saturday morning at 10.00 am. After dropping off the rental car, we had light lunch in
a local small café and sat in a little park to kill some
time.

possession of the new marine biology activity equipment sent from Holland: a good dissection stereo
microscope with high resolution camera (adding
only 12 kg to the luggage). One very happy marine
biologist.

Getting to our departure port was not so easy, as each
of the signposted gates to port E1 were all roped off.
So we headed to gate E2 where the taxi driver had
to ask for directions. When we arrived we saw the
reason for the closed gates: the port has been turned
into a refugee camp, one of the many in and around
Athens for the many thousand refugees trapped in
Greece as many of the Northern borders are now
closed for refugees.

28 April 2016
This morning we had to go to the port of Piraeus to
collect our ferry tickets to get us to Rhodos and on
to Marmaris on Friday. We also went shopping for
another suitcase to accommodate said microscope
and winch. The rest of the day was for relaxing.
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Tomorrow Easter starts for the Greek Orthodox
Church and many Greeks go back to their home
(=parents) town to celebrate this most important day
on the religious calendar. Many travel back to their
island and we expected the ferry to be completely
overflowing with Greek travelers and we really would
like to get one of the few couches that would allow
us to get some sleep, so we made sure we were close
to the front of the queue and were able to make a
bum-reservation of one of the couches and settled in
for the night.

The town looks very touristy but its restored medieval town within the castle walls has a nice feel to it.
At 4 we boarded the fast catamaran to Marmaris
and got through Turkish customs with our 80kg of
luggage without much problems (phew). The taxi
zoomed us off to our lovely Clio, waiting patiently in
her cradle on the Yacht Marina hard.

To our surprise the ferry was only half full, and we
assume most people avoid the Friday and go home
earlier in the week.

30 April 2016
After our night crossing we arrive in Rhodes and
jump in a taxi for a 1 kilometer ride to the port on
the other side where we will catch our ferry to Marmaris. It is 11 in the morning and the fast cat will
not be leaving until 4.30 this afternoon. More time
to sit and read. Francis had a short walk to the small
harbor ‘next door’ to get a feel for the situation there.
Stories are that the little port is overflowing with
yachts most of the time. But it is early in the season
and there are still a couple of berths free. The local
agent also told him that the new marina (20-odd
years in the making and leaving a stream of bankruptcies in its wake) is now more or less finished and
will receive yachts too.
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Chapter 2: Afloat again

1 May, 2016
The fun begins. A couple of jobs need to be done
before we can put Clio back into the water. At the
end of the 2015 season, we had the stainless steel
anchor roller assembly, which sits on the bow of the
boat, straightened and reinforced, but not put back
because we were running out of time. It took some
convincing with an especially for that purpose procured hammer to convince the steel construction to
go back to where it belonged. It eventually did.
The second job was to put back the anchor winch,
serviced at the end of last season. After reinstalling
and reattaching the wiring, it had decided to winch
one way, but not the other. So uninstall it again,
inspect the electric motor that drives the winch and
clean all brushes. Hoping that would do the job, it

was reinstalled and luckily it worked again and all
was in place to haul in the anchor chain that was
left outside during the winter to prevent corrosion
when left in its locker. The chain was marked at 10 m
intervals to make it easier for the winch-crew (Chris)
to keep track of how much chain had been applied.
We also sprayed the whole chain with zinc-spray to
slow down corrosion. After thoroughly checking
the connectors between the chain and anchor (you
don’t want them to fail in the middle of the night in
a raging storm, do you?), the chain and anchor could
be back on board again. Almost there.
While all this was happening Chris attempted to turn
the inside of Clio from storage shed/workplace into
a living space again, and find quarters for all the new
stuff dragged in from Oz.
We use the disorganized state of the boat to go and
have dinner at the marina restaurant, any excuse will
do.

2 May
Clio goes back into the water today and we were
pretty much ready to be afloat again. But before that
can happen there is still the main engine propeller
and the bow-thruster propeller to be put back, helm
wheels to go on, boom to be lifted and a couple of
other tasks. Luckily there are many boats to go in
before us so we have plenty of time. At 6.30 in the
evening it is our turn at last. A quick patch-up of the
antifouling where she had been sitting on the cradle
(top-left) and she is ready for the plunge. The yacht
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ahead of us was unable to clear the launch area when
his motor was not working. This is always an anxious time as you hope and pray that the boat does not
leak and that everything works as it should.
After the aforesaid yacht was towed out, Clio was
gently lowered into the water. After a few minutes of
checking the skipper yells the all clear, no water coming in, whew. Then the engine kicked to life straight
away and started to spout cooling water to show that
all is ok, relieved smiles all round. After waiting for
our escort we motored around to our berth comfortably close to the amenities (helped by Erdal’s mediation) where we will spend a few more days finishing
off Clio’s sailing preparations.

deck gets a good scrub. One of the improvements
of this year is to fit a manual winch to help us to furl
(take in) in the head sail, a job done by hand till now.
4 May
Another improvement is to repair the ‘rodkicker’, a
device that pushes the boom up and allows the main
sail to acquire more curvature, as the weight of the
boom does not drag it down. This should be a major

3 May
Clio gets her sails back on (great job done again by
North sails), Chris polishes her steelwork and her
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improvement when sailing in light winds. One of Erdal’s friends is a rigger and can supply us with a new
gas strut and a metal cylinder to make it all work
again. Our inflatable dinghy Cloe gets a good wash,
is inflated again and gets her covers on. She also gets
a ‘made to fit’ rubber mat to protect the inside bottom from a scratching anchor and chains and should
prevent people slipping when getting in.

Sunday 8 May,

Meanwhile Chris was down below making cushion covers for the saloon seats. She’s doing a great
job and it will be much easier now to keep the seats
clean, just take off the cover, wash them and pop
them on again. No more wet-vacuum cleaning of the
cushion because the original covers cannot be taken
off.

Its Mother’s Day, we hired a car and drove to Gocek to meet up with good friends Güçlü and Yukari
for lunch and a tour up the nearby mountain to get
an awesome view of Gocek and Fethiye bay. We’re
having another great day in their company (thanks
for the lovely lunch and pressies). Irmak, the charter
company, has bought two more new boats and we’re
very interested to have a look at them. Especially the
new Bavaria 46 is very well designed and we can see
elements of our Bavaria 47 back in this latest design.
We had great discussions ranging from radicals in
Kanji writing to gamelan (traditional percussion
music from Bali and Java) while drinking tea on the
beach.
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11 May
Monday and Tuesday we finished off Clio’s preparations and on Wednesday at 10.30 we are finally ready
to depart the marina. It is a beautiful day and perfect

sailing weather. Once we cleared Marmaris bay we
hoisted the sails and Clio was soon cruising along at
7 to 8 knots in up to 16 knot winds, with Chris smiling all the way down (bottom-right). Chris even remembered how to tack and at 3.00 we pulled into our
first stop for the season, Serce Bay. Once the anchor
was secured we needed to tie a couple of land lines so
Chris braved the cool (bl… cold if you ask me) 20°C
water and swam the lines ashore. Once you went
numb all over, the water was not so bad.

After we had settled in, washing done, Francis had
to replace the solar controller as the new one had
cacked itself already (thanks PowerTech and Jaycar),
then put in new speakers in the cockpit. He was now
quickly running out of tasks. Along came Hassan
the friendly wares seller that we met last year in his
rowboat and we acquired 3 new sarongs and a very
nice cotton shirt for Francis. Again we had a lovely
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lengthy interaction and discovered that Hassan is
also a musician who plays the clarinet, and if we are
lucky enough to still be here he may return another
day and play for us.

12 May
This morning we woke in
lovely, peaceful Serce bay. We
had pulled into Serce Bay
yesterday in the hope to sample
an underwater critter we saw
last year but were unable to
identify. With the new dissecting microscope we may have
a better chance. So Francis
donned Chris’ wet suit and
lowered himself slowly into
the polar-temperatured water,
trying to convince himself it
wasn’t that bad (he completely
failed). Once immerged and
after a couple of expletives, a
serene brain-freeze set in and
it could be endured. Sadly
his diving mask, his faithful
companion on so many dives and snorkel trips over
the last 20-odd years, irreparably tore its silicon and
needs to be replaced (RIP). He spent the next 30
minutes foraging along the rocky coastline in a quest
for biological gems. He did find a Blue Spiny starfish

(Coscinasterias tenuispina) and a stunningly beautiful
jelly fish, but not the critters he was after and gave up
after half an hour in the water. Bummer!
After a nice hot shower he spent the next hour or so
happily playing with his new toy (=microscope, just
to prevent painful misunderstandings).
We are expecting some wind
tonight, so we decided to head
for Bozburun where we can
safely anchor for the next couple of days before we check out
of Turkey.

Friday 13 May
Today on anchor in Bozburun,
Turkey, was our first full lazy
day as it is overcast and rainy
we spent the day watching tv
series and reading. We are
expecting some wind over the
next couple of days we will stay
here on anchor until we can
check out of Turkey on Monday.

Saturday 14 May
On Saturday we took Cloe ashore and visited the
Omar restaurant where the Scottish lady and her
Turkish husband, who we met in 2014, welcomed
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Monday 16 May
us and kindly assisted us in getting petrol for our
dinghy Cloe. The service station is about 4 kilometres away so he offered to take our (newly acquired
12L) caddie on his motor bike and have it filled for
us. It is obvious to us why their restaurant always
has yachties in it, they are very friendly and happy to
help when they can.

Sunday 15 May
Sunday was another very wet day so again lots of
reading and cat-naps. Our only task for the day

We upped anchor around 8 and had to cut many
meters of fishing line that was entangled in our
anchor chain, in the process losing yet another pair
of reading glasses and Francis’ trusted Opinel knife
overboard. To be cleared by customs in Bozburun
you have to park your boat in the little harbor, which
is a bit of a pain as you have to use your anchor and
chances are that you get your anchor entangled in
the many chains of other boats. If there is no room
in the harbor, you are allowed to anchor in front of
the customs office, much easier, so we claimed that
the harbor was full and conveniently parked Clio in
front of a couple of gullets (fairly big Turkish boats)
around 9 in the morning in the hope of being first
in line to get checked out and get to Symi ahead of
the pack to get checked into Greece quickly. We got
on land in the dinghy and we were in luck: the port
police and customs officer had not decided to sleep

was to visit the agent who will arrange our checkout
for Monday morning. We then just had to have ice
cream at our favourite restaurant and collect our
petrol.
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made life much easier.

After this part of the red tape had been very efficiently handled by the Greek Authorities, we were directed to tie up on the other side of the harbour. Francis

in or go visit relatives and were in on time. Our
agent also turned up early and our passports were
duly stamped and we were on our way to Symi. Off
to Greece….almost…. our anchor got snagged into
a gullet anchor chain and it needed our special-issue
hook to unsnag us, which went fairly well, this time
without losing our costly hook, glasses or pocket
knife.

By 11.00 we were tying up at the new check-in point
on Symi harbour. The rules have changed since last
year and boats have to register with the customs
before being allowed into the harbour. We think this
is due to the refugee/migrant flows which has led to
an increase in security, not a bad thing. Unfortunately for Symi the ‘tax and excise’ office had been
destroyed by fire a couple of nights before our arrival.
Fortunately for us though, as Francis was able to do
passports and transit log all in the same place, which

just had to do one more visit to the port police (coast
guard) station to pay some more Euros and get
stamps and signatures and we were legally checked
in to Greece. Unlike Turkey, no need for agents and
half the price. As an added bonus Francis discovered
the critters he could not find in Serce bay under polar
circumstances, were abundant on the quay wall.

Time to celebrate with yummy gyros (folded pita
bread with many unhealthy things stuffed in) and
Greek salad in one of the many harbor-facing restaurants. Our next mission was to find some bacon
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Tuesday 17

(hard to get in Turkey) and our favourite Greek
chocolate. We also needed to get credit for our on–
board Wi-Fi internet connection so we headed to the
Cosmote shop, only to find it was closed from 1.30
until 5.00, of course, siesta time.
So when in Greece do as the Greeks do, we went back
to Clio for a lazy afternoon. After 5.00 we wandered
back to the shops and Chris happily found a hat similar to one bought here last year, which Kylie has now
inherited. The Cosmote shop did not sell Cosmote
data (as opposed to telephone) credits: ‘sorry, you
have to go to Kos or Rhodos’. Instead we went into a
small tourist shop to buy some postcards and spent
the next 45 minutes having a chat with the shop’s
owner about Greek politics and the economy. After
this lengthy dialog we had worked up a thirst so we
went to a nearby terrace and enjoyed wine and ouzo
while we watched the evening promenade. Life is
returning to normal again.

After a delicious breakfast of bacon and eggs (thanks
Chris), we went to do one more shop to stock up on
provisions. Chris returned to Clio, while Francis
went looking for a no 108 Opinel Inox pocket knife
to replace the one that had gone overboard while
cutting fishing line in Bozburun. As Chris got closer
to Clio, she realised that something was not right.
Instead of being neatly tied stern-to as we had left
her, Clio was on an angle to the quay with the plank
swinging in the water. Our German neighbours had
decided to leave and had somehow dragged their
anchor under our chain, as we had come in way before them, our chain could not have been over theirs.
Obviously being impatient they went on board Clio,
a no-no in sailing etiquette, let go one of our stern
lines and tied it to her bow. Luckily inflatable Cloe
was secured alongside and functioned as fender to
keep Clio off the wall. Chris was horrified to see
what they had done and deserting the shopping on
the quay rushed off to try to find the skipper. At last,
when Francis returned, and was admonished for not
having his phone on him, he was able to use Cloe as
a bridge to get on board and Chris let go the bowline
and was able to also jump aboard. But the shopping was still sitting on the quay, luckily a friendly
passer-by was able to pass it to us and we raised the
anchor and got Clio out of there. Fortunately there
was no harm done, but we will be keeping an eye
out for Infinity and if we come across them we will
have words. The real pain in the proverbial was that
our rushed leave had prevented the collection of the
critters from the wall, VERY annoying AND signing
out with the Port Police!!!
Slightly ahead of schedule we then motored around
the corner to Pedi, a lovely little bay just around the
corner and very peaceful after the bustle of Symi. We
anchored on the north side of the bay and settled in
to ride out the 20 to 30 knot winds predicted to be on
their way.

Wednesday 18 May
The wind has picked up today with some very strong
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gusts, by the afternoon we realised that Clio had
drifted a little closer to the shore than we liked, most
likely the anchor had not been properly set because
of the dense seagrass meadows there. So with the
gusts blowing around 25kts it was time for Chris to
bring up the anchor, while holding on tight, and we
moved Clio further south to the middle of the bay.
After putting out 60 metres of chain the anchor got a
good hold and we were secure again. With the wind
blowing as it was, all the yachties around us were
out on deck checking and rechecking positions and
anchors. One other Aussie yacht moved a couple of
times and eventually gave up and we assume ducked

around the corner to tie up in the harbour of Symi.

Thursday 19 May
The wind has settled enough today for us to take
Cloe ashore and enjoy coffee in the taverna before
going for a stroll around the village. The small
population that we can see are mostly fishermen and
the many holiday apartments/hotels are closed or
boarded up. We hope that it gets busier for them in
the summer.

Friday 20 May
At last the wind has dropped enough for us to move
on to the next stop. After some deliberations, we
decided to head for Nisyros (the volcano island,
remember?). The wind, what little there was, was
coming directly from the direction we were heading
so we motored the whole 4 hours. During the trip
the wind was very cold, and Chris ended up rugging
up like an Eskimo, to keep warm.
Once we were tied up in the very lovely harbour, we
headed straight for the taverna, only 20 metres from
Clio for a delicious lunch of beetroot salad, cheese
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disappointing to come back penniless. As Chris got
back, the port tax collector was knocking at the door.
We rummaged through Clio and managed to scrape
together the €15.11 to keep her happy. As we now
really needed to get some cash, Francis hired a scooter for an hour, €10 including petrol and helmet, and
zoomed up to Mandraki and was able to persuade
the ATM to part with our money, get some telephone
credits and envelopes. And back in time for dinner.
Saturday 21 May
We’re still in Pali on Nisyros and staying put for the
next few days as the northerly wind is expected to
croquettes and fried potatoes. Renovations were
be reaching near 40 knots on Monday. The port is
underway, as an awning was being fitted so it was a
pretty full, partly of the flotilla of six boats from a
little noisy. The elderly owner came out to apologise
charter company from Gocek, owned and managed
to us and explain that these workers had to come
by a Dutch couple (Bea and Bram). We met them
from Kos. She had requested the work to be done
last year a couple of times and they organise flotilla
before Easter, so they were just happy the work was
sail holidays within Turkey and Greece, on top of
finally done. Francis asked where she had learned
their normal bare-boat rental company, very well
her English and she told us she had lived in Australia,
organised!
in Melbourne for a number of years. We love that
pretty much every Greek we meet has a connection
You can now also track us on our 2016 journey via
in Australia, a great topic to start conversations.
http://sailingclio.org/Map.html
We asked if there was an ATM here, but no, the nearest one is in Mandraki, which according to her husband is a nice flat walk just 3-4 kilometres away. So
Chris, deciding it was time to stretch the legs headed
off for a nice easy walk. Well the flat walk was not
so flat and the three kilometres turned into an 11
kilometre round trip. This was not so bad as the view
was great and it was good to get the legs moving.
However, when the ATM would not cooperate it was

Saturday 21 May
We’re still in Pali on Nisyros and more heavy wind
is expected, so we will stay put until Tuesday. Today
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springs can be expected. The institute had 300 beds,
hot (55C) baths, restaurants etc. and was frequented
by many clients from the Dodecanese, Turkey and as
far away as Egypt as a cure for rheumatism etc..

we went for a walk to check out the very large empty
building located at the end of the village of Palos.

Part of the next history lesson comes from Mike
who runs the local Eagle’s Nest car/bike rental shop,
together with his lovely wife Marilyn. They provided

When you approach Pali, there are some big, empty buildings on the shore that you can’t miss. They
are so big that you start to wonder what function
they had and why they are abandoned now. There
was already a health spa near Mandraki, the Hippocratic institute (health spa) from 1885 until 1912,
funded by wealthy residents of Nisyros, and partly
built by compulsory labour of the locals ‘for the
common good’ (nepetia). Remember that Nisyros
is a volcanic island, part of the volcanic arc (see <a
href=”http://www.sailblogs.com/member/clio/?xjMsgID=313558”>this blog entry</a>), so geo-thermal
Francis with the scooter to zoom to Mandraki, see
previous blog. The now defunct but much grander
buildings you see when you approach in Pali were
established in 1894 and run by a famous doctor Pantelidis (see Mike’s poster above).
This in Mike’s very interesting story:
‘The thermal bath houses were in operation from
1890 to 1927 by Dr. Pantelidis. He used geothermic
water to heal joint disease and people visited the
thermal baths from Europe and the Middle East and
he was envied by many of the locals as a result. He
also had a ferry that used to take people from Kos
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to Nisyros to visit the baths. He was given a medal
of honour for high achievement by the Ottoman
Empire. In 1927 there was a huge storm, like a mini
tsunami that destroyed the front of the buildings.
The sea entered the establishment with catastrophic
consequences. Dr. Pantelidis, in the effort to save
the buildings and it’s belongings became sick and
passed away (in 1928 ed.). His sons were not able to
continue to repair and maintain the buildings, so it
was auctioned off to creditors. One of Dr. Pantelidis grandson’s, Andreas Pantelidis, well respected in
the business community returned to Greece from
the Congo where he was involved in hotels. Anyone
who had a legal document from the auction was paid
double or triple it’s worth in order for Mr. Pantelidis
to regain the land. He then spent well over 10 million dollars to restore the buildings to their original
beauty and then some. The construction started in
1980 and was almost completed in 1986. He kept
most of the island inhabitants busy throughout those
six years. Before the completion of the buildings,

he ordered the contractors to install wave breakers
in front of the building to protect it from the NorthWest winds. The contractor was supposed to get the
right permits but never did. One of the locals reported to the coast guard that there was activity on the
water front. After going to court, he was found guilty
of not having the correct permits and was sentenced
to three years in jail, time that he never served because he paid a fine instead. More than once he was
approached by officials looking for payoffs under the
table but he adamantly refused because he is an honourable man. After that, he discontinued the project
and went to Rhodes and built two successful hotels,
the Belair and the Blue Horizon on the Rhodes sea
shore. ‘
Thanks for the info and the great story, Mike, and we
hope to see you when next we come to Pali.
From where we sit, it seems such a waste of huge
socio-economic opportunity for a small island like
Nisyros to let such an initiative and investment go to
waste over some paperwork.

Sunday 22 May

More wind and rain/dust mix today. So we treated
ourselves to lunch at Aphrodite restaurant where
Chris enjoyed a delicious lamb stew, just like mum
used to make.
Later that day our German neighbour, a solo sailor,
told us he had dropped a winch handle over the side.
It was possible to see it in the water and he had tried
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fishing for it but was unable to grab onto it. We suggested he jump in and dive for it, it was not too deep.
He just laughed and said no it was way too cold for
him. Francis gave him a magnet that he took out of
our old speaker to go fishing with, but that did not
work either.

knots during the day, it seems the Meltemi has started early this year.

Francis had a chat with a Dutchman who spotted
we were from Brisbane, and wanted to share with us
that he had been to Mooloolaba and had lived near
Toowoomba for a few years. He was on his way to
Marseille to spend some time up the Canal du Midi
and later would motor up the Rhone to Holland via
Paris. Maybe something for Clio when we get too
old to deal with storms in the Meds.

At last we were able to get away and we hoisted the
sails once we were clear of the harbour and headed
for Astypalaia. In antiquity this island was famed for
its seafood and fertility. The Roman author (first century AD) Pliny praised its mussels and the surrounding seabed was supposed to have the best sponges in
the Aegean, sadly there is no evidence of this anymore. The island was also a natural lair for pirates
(probably Francis’ great-to-the-power-10-granddad),
with good shelter and a strategic position to pounce
on merchant shipping. Happily there is also no
longer evidence of this. In 1912 it was the first of the
Dodocanese islands to be occupied by the Italians in
WWII. We did not see much of the bigger villages as
we made our way to the landlocked inlet of Vathi on
the NE tip of the island. It is a very safe anchorage
with good holding for the anchor and some leeway
in case the anchor would start to give way. The wind
picked up considerably from the West again during
the night and a cautious skipper slept in the main
cabin, just in case he needed to get outside quickly.

We walked back to a small grotto that Francis had
spotted the evening before and found what we hoped
was a thermal spring but the water was cold. There
is also a little chapel there that is dedicated to the
Virgin Thermiani. The chapel is built in front of a
Thermal spring and may be part of an ancient Roman bath and is worth a visit.

Monday 23 May
Stayed tucked inside today as the wind got up to 30

Tuesday 24 May
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wind. There was much excitement on board when
we had our first dolphin siting this year.
We thought it was a bottle nose but after consulting
the Mediterranean Sea critters book we found it was
a Striped dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba). Regardless
of its type, it was a wonder to see swimming so effortlessly alongside Clio just beneath the surface and
breaking through the water as it crossed our bow.
As the wind kept increasing it was time to break out
the wet weather gear and life vests. At one point Clio
was heeling 30 degrees as we were being buffeted by
But all was well when the sun rose the next morning.
As the wind has calmed a little we treated ourselves
to a ride around the inlet in Cloe, Francis was hoping
to find some interesting specimens along the rocky
shore, but nothing the rocky shores were strangely
devoid of much critters. That night the wind had
decreased and the now experience-based confidence
in the holding power of the local bottom allowed the
skipper to sleep well and in his own bed.
Thursday 26 May
We set off early this morning for the long haul to
Amorgos, the easternmost of the Cyclades. This
morning is the clearest sky we have seen yet and
there was a lovely gentle wind easing us along, very
pleasant way to enjoy coffee and cake. After a couple of hours the wind dropped and we relied on the
iron horse for the next hour or so. Then the wind
was back from the north with a vengeance and with
shortened sails Clio was again scooting and bouncing
through the white caps tacking into an up to 30 kts

29 knot gusts. Reefing the headsail in strong winds,
always a very strenuous task done by hand in the
past, was now done almost effortlessly using the new
winch, such luxury. Chief Tony would have had a
much easier job in the 35 kts squall two years ago.
Eventually skipper decided enough is enough and it
would be much better to get in the wind-shadow of
Amorgos, upwind from our current position. That
would have taken a couple of hours by sail, so we
pulled in the sails and set course directly to the island
on the engine. Clio then worked hard motoring upwind and against the swell pushing us into Kolofana
Bay, a tiny enclosed bay at the SW end of Amorgos
which is occupied by fishermen and goats. It was
quite shallow (1.5m under the keel) but we managed
to safely anchor and hide away from the wind for the
night. Hmmm, spanakopita for dinner tonight.
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around inside having a very bumpy and rolly day in
the swell. The advantage of being forced inside was
that Francis could finish off the new web page showing Clio’s 2016 journey (http://sailingclio.org/Map.
html). Looking at it, we’ve been making quite some
Aegean tracks over the last couple of weeks. Time to
slow down, we’re running out of Aegean Sea!
Sunday 29 May

Friday 27 May
After a good night’s sleep, this morning we motored
the 2 hours in what was forecast 15 knot winds but
again became 18+ towards Koufonisia. We came into
the very pretty bay off the village of Koufonisia and
anchored for the night. The colours of the water and
the village (see photo below) have not been manipulated, it looks like that in the real world!
At last the wind has dropped again and we head for
shore via the small harbour, where we found out
from a German crew that they were paying €23 per
night including water and electricity, that is the most
expensive we have come across in Greece, so far. But,
with the austerity measures in place it makes sense
that port taxes have increased, still cheaper than
marinas though. And we are fortunate to have our
solar panels providing us with enough power so we
can anchor for free.
As it is a glorious day we explored the village and

As we had run out of chocolate and ice cream (how
did that happen?!), Francis dropped Chris ashore in
Cloe for her to seek out a market and procure these
essentials. She was allowed back on board after
producing the goods: chippies, ice-cream and (hmm)
chocolate.
Saturday 28 May
We’re still anchored out of Koufonisia and had to
‘endure’ another very windy day today so we hung
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then headed for the beach for a game of beach tennis
and our first beach swim for the year. The water is 21
degrees, still a bit cool, but great once you are in.

Monday 30 May
Time to move on again so up with the anchor and
we motored the 7 nautical miles to Ormos Mirsini
on Schoinoussa Island. We arrived and anchored in
the very small harbour and after Chris hung out the
washing and Francis did some running repairs on the
rudder chain on the starboard side, we rowed Cloe
ashore to enjoy a delicious lunch in the local taverna,
followed by a very cool swim in not so very clear
water.
Later in the afternoon 8 yachts bearing lots of not-

so-quiet-Italians motored into the tiny bay and we
watched in wonder at what they planned to do. A
large motor boat was tied (permanently, we understand) alongside the small quay, taking up what was
at least four yacht spaces if tied astern. The Italians
tried to negotiate with the motor boat owner to tie
stern to but he would not budge, so at least 80 Italians motored back out again, each of the 80 or so
making sure the motor boat owner knew what they
thought of his behaviour. We wonder what the two
taverna-owners think about this motorboat sending
away potentially a week’s worth of income.

Tuesday 31 May
We moved on this morning as Mirsini wasn’t really
that great, motoring for a whole half an hour to Nisos
Iraklia and the bay of Yeoryios. We dropped anchor in this very picturesque place and after a while
decided it would be a good idea to run a line ashore,
so Chris braved the cool-ish (22 C) waters again and
swam ashore. Francis went snorkelling in search of
the elusive critter he failed to find in Serce Bay and
failed to collect in Symi and was bugging him since
last year. Success at last!!! He found small colonies of
the critters and brought some back to be examined
under the new stereo microscope. The critters were
not moss-animals (Bryozoans) as previously thought
but turned out to be Corallina pinnatifolia. It is a red
seaweed from a genus (Corallinea) that produces a
calcareous skeleton. This is the second species from
that genus that took a fair while to figure out, the
first one being Amphiroa rigida. It starts to be clear
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that after the sponges, the red algae are a very varied
and abundant group in the Meds and also one of the
hardest to identify correctly. There are around 7,000
species of red algae (seaweed) recognised worldwide
(only 1,500 green algae). They also include a range of
encrusting species and the more ‘normal’ soft-tissue
species. It’ll keep us busy for some time to come.

Meanwhile, in the real world, Chris was enjoying
swimming and laying in the lovely warm sun. We
went ashore at 1.45 to find a supermarket, but of
course, it was closed for siesta. So after 4.00 we returned and stocked up on more essential supplies.
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Wednesday 1 June
We were woken this morning by the water tanker
which came in sometime during the night and connecting a long hose to a small pump house on shore
commenced the many, many hours of pumping water
onto the island.
This was interrupted for a bit when the large blue star
ferry arrived, so “Maria”, name of tanker, headed out
and waited offshore until the ferry departed and then
came back in for some more pumping. This went on
until late afternoon, Chris was amazed at how much
water could be stored in this tanker. At last they were
done and peace was restored.
Thursday 2 June

sailing kayak with two occupants turning up at the
last couple of anchorages we have been at, we admire
their courage.
Another trip to the beach today and it is time for
Chris to learn to drive Cloe, after a couple of failed
attempts to start the outboard the cord kicked back
and wacked her on the hand, so Francis to the rescue, getting it started before we landed on the rocks.
Chris then managed very tentatively to drive us into
shore and after much fumbling about, Francis took
charge of the landing. Still a bit of work to be done
on take-off and landings, the in-between bit is fine.
After a refreshing swim and lying in the lovely warm
sun, it was time to head back to Clio. Chris opted to
swim back, for the exercise, she says!

This is obviously a very popular spot for French people as most of the yachts that come and go are flying
French flags. We have also been spotting a small
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quick wash to remove her salt coating, keeping in
mind that water is sparse on the island.
Our helpful neighbour then in turn used the longer
hose to also fill his tank and give his yacht a quick
wash as well. One of the great pleasures of this life is
the friendly and interesting people we meet along the
way. We cast off and motored with the wind right on
our nose, all the way to the party island of Ios.
Ios has a reputation of being the only island that
tolerates nude (sun and other) bathing and attracts
young backpackers who like to party. We are happy to be here at the beginning of the season as it is
still very quiet and not yet overrun with tourists. It
will be a very different place in July and August. it
took a little while in some wind on our port side
to manoeuvre Clio into a position where we would
not cross anchor chains with the neighbours, Francis reversed her into place and we tied her to shore.

Friday. 3 June
We decided to move on to the island of Ios today, but
first we need to get water. For this we need to tie up
stern to on the quay and hope that our hose will be
long enough to reach the one tap on the other side of
the quay.
We managed to get the hose to our aft tank (closest
to the tap), but it would not reach our forward tank.
We had pulled up alongside a charter boat flying an
Italian flag, so had assumed that the occupant was
Italian. Francis asked if he was and he turned out to
be Greek. We got to chatting about the islands in this
area and he told us he was from Kalymnos and, of
course, his father had lived in Melbourne for a time.
He offered us his hose to connect to ours so that we
could then fill our forward tank and give Clio a very

Chris got the washing hung out to dry (loving the
travel washing bags that do the wash using the
movement of the boat while we are underway), and
then indulged in a lovely warm shower and shampoo.
Meanwhile a number of very large ferries came and
went and onto one of them went the sail kayak that
we had seen a couple of times, they must have come
to the end of their journey and were taking the easy
way back.
After paying the port tax to the friendly tax collector,
who spoke very good English, because his mother
is English, he recommended a taverna on the beach
to get pizza for dinner. We wandered around the
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harbour and checked out the Carrefour supermarket
to see if they had our essentials, sadly no chocolate
of our choice. Chris then spotted a small timber
pirate-like boat which was a cafe/bar flying an Australian flag and another flag bearing the words “off
the beaten track”, so we figured there must be Aussies
on board, let’s hop on for a drink. We were greeted
by a young Greek woman and Chris asked if this boat
was owned by Australians, but no, she told us it is to
attract the many young Australian backpackers who
visit in the summer. Obviously an Ozzie-trap.

and we’re happy to have taken the bus up instead of
the ill-conceived idea of walking up in the midday
heat. The chora has some beautiful views over the
Aegean and itself, as it spreads over a couple of hills.
It also caters for hordes of backpackers in the peak
season, nude or scantily clad. There are disco/nightclubs and many of the Greek version of fast food outlets with gyros, souvlaki and other greasy and salty
‘just-what-you-need-at-one-in-the-morning’ foods
are being advertised. Luckily there are churches next
to some of the nightclubs, just in case....

We went on to the beach taverna that was recom-

Sunday 5 June
Today we will head to Antiparos to meet up with
friends Gerard and Eva who own a house-up-themountain there. Half way out of the harbour Francis

mended by our port-tax collector and enjoyed a delicious salad of melon and prosciutto with walnuts and
rocket, followed by a very tasty pizza while sitting at
a table on the beach and watching the sun set over
the hills. Life is pretty good!

Saturday 4 June
Spending another day on Ios and because Francis has
lost reading glasses number 3 into the deep, we take
the bus up the hill to the chora, to buy some more.
These days we buy them in quantity. Luckily they are
the cheaper chemist versions. The chora is up a hill
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remembered that we forgot to checkout with the
port police. So we chuck a U-ee (make a 180 degree
turn) and managed to park alongside the quay right
in front of their office. Chris jumped off and ran
over with transit log in hand, hoping to quickly get
the stamp and come straight back. But this is Greece
remember, so it takes a little longer. Meanwhile skipper is doing his best to hold Clio in place and keep
her off the downwind quay at the same time.

After motoring for 2 hours directly into the wind
again, we arrived into the Antiparos channel and
managed to anchor in the small and very shallow
harbour of Antiparos town.
Our friend Gerard, who had been following our
progress on the Marine Traffic web site that feeds using our AIS, was soon down on the quay to meet us.
He and Eva took us to their lovely small Greek house
on the hill, with an exceptional view of the channel
and surrounding islands. Something to consider
when we’re old(er)?

Once Chris got the stamp of departure approval she
jumped back on board and we finally got away.
We wanted to have a closer look at another anchorage around the corner at Ormos Milopotamou
(where the nudies are, but when we saw the anchored
yachts there rocking-horsing in the heavy swell, we
thought better of it and headed over to Antiparos.
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After a pleasant afternoon with drinks and discussion
on their terrace with stunning views over Antiparos
and the strait between Paros and Antiparos, Gerard
proposed we take a ‘short, half hour walk’ to another
viewpoint and then down to the village for dinner.
Gerard took us on a ‘half-hour’ (read two hour)

quiet. We sampled a range of dishes, including ricefilled courgette-flowers, deep-fried cheese in a crispy
coating with sesame seed and honey and grilled
sardines. A great dinner!
It was then time for us to take Cloe back to Clio with
Chris guiding the way with our torch which emits as
much light as a WWII air-defence search light. After
the couple of wines at dinner, she happily pointed
us in the direction of another yacht. Skipper knowing too well not to rely on Chris’ sense of direction,
or lack thereof, soon got us back to Clio for a good
night’s sleep.
Monday 6 June

guided tour, providing us with the local information, including that Tom Hanks owns a rather large
house on the island with an infinity pool (thanks G.),
and a walk by the rich-people estate (which is out of
bounds for the likes of us) and THEIR infinity pools.
We got back to the village a bit flustered and thirsty
due to temperature and excersise. A quick look
around the Venetian castle and then time for a very
tall cold beer and glass of wine on one of the many
terraces, enjoying their very pleasant company.

Gerard and Eva join us today for a sail/motor to
Naxos. We managed to sail for a bit, but Paros with
its hills heavily influenced the wind, there was either
no wind or it blew in the wrong direction, so we gave
up and motored to Agia Anna. After lunch, time for
a swim and then more drinks and discussion. Fran-

After the sundowners on the terrace, Eva and Gerard took us to a family-run restaurant, Argos, just
far enough out of the centre of town to be nice and
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cis and Gerard having been friends for 40 years had
some catching up to do.
Gerard and Eva are both long-distance (more than
50 m) runners and Gerard is member of the local
running club, so he seems to know most of the Antiparossians. They both have been studying Greek
for many years and their command of the language is
very enviable.
We then headed ashore to have a look around, but

only a ten minute walk today, says Francis after the
day-march on Antiparos. While walking we were
attacked by a vicious shark with big teeth who rose
from the deep and jumped onto the land, clearly with
its beady eyes fixed on us. We escaped this unprovoked attack with our lives and went to have a drink
on the local terrace to recover (any reason will do).
The reason for visiting this bay was to sample the
Gorgonas restaurant that was recommended to us on
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Irakleia by a German skipper. It was worth our effort
to get there and we enjoyed another delicious meal at
the restaurant and very much disliked/admired Gerard’s capacity to have a conversation with the owner
in Greek (show off !).
Tuesday 7 June

harbour to shelter from the high winds expected over
the next two days, but there is no room. After we
said our goodbyes to Gerard and Eva, we let go from
the quay and moved over to anchor on the other
side of the bay, this is much safer than being banged
up against a concrete quay in 30 knot winds and
whipped-up swell.
This morning we made our way back to the Westside of Paros via the very lovely and well sheltered
bay of Ormos Ay. Ioannou- we will definitely come
back here. Time for a swim and morning tea. We
were ill-informed by our pilot guide regarding nudists being only on Ios, it seems there are a number of
nude beaches on many of the islands in this region.
Fun and games, we need to buy better binos according to the skipper. For maritime purposes only, of
course.
It was time to then get back to Paroikia where Gerard
and Eva jumped on their water taxi back to Antiparos. We managed to tie up on the outside of the
harbour with some assistance in quite cross-windy
conditions and even managed to run out of anchor
chain, first time ever. We had hoped to get inside the

Wednesday 8 and Thursday 9 June
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one working on a wooden fishing boat if we could
leave our boat on their yard. He asked whether our
boat was ‘made of this’, while hammering his boat
with his fist. We had to admit that ours was made of
some sort of plastic, not the noble stuff that is organically produced by nature herself and then lovingly
and with lots of craftsmanship moulded into a real
Greek fishing boat. He instantaneously lost all interest in us and pointed with his thumb over his shoulder and with some disdain in his voice sent us away
mumbling ‘over the road’ as if he was sending us to a
place of ill repute.
Wind, wind and more wind, the real thing (Mrs
Meltemi is early this year). So we are tucked up
inside Clio watching “The Honourable Woman”
(invoking a mumbled ‘contradiction in terms’) and
reading/dozing, waiting for calmer weather.

The place ‘over the road’ turned out to be a very
small boat yard and we were pleasantly addressed by
a young fellow who did some calculations and triumphantly give us a price. He pointed out that the 24%
tax was not his idea and that he regretted to have to
bother us with a measure that the good people of
Greek had resisted fiercely, but they were sold out by
Friday 10 June
We headed out this morning back to Ormos Ay. Ioannou (Bay of Holy Johannes) on the island of Paros
to anchor for a couple of days while we wait for John,
our first crew for the year, to arrive on Wednesday.
Lots of time spent swimming and getting little chores
done. We took the inflatable Cloe ashore (well, Cloe
took us) and walked around to the boatyard to check
out the prices for storing Clio over the winter. We
wandered into the small boatyard and asked some-
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tomers that they did not have to pay anything unless
they received a proper receipt with the required
transaction number showing it had gone through the
tax office’s computers.
We are confident that the good people of Greece will
find ways around these measures, even if it was just
to spite those Athenians or to get some satisfaction
out of the cat-and-mouse game with the central gov-

their politicians to the European Union demand for
such demonic measures as paying tax to be able to
repay their enormous amount of debt to the Germans and other European savages.
Even though the Greek islands had resisted paying
taxes to those Athenians for thousands of years with
some success (apart from being overrun and massacred on occasion, a small price to pay), they were
now being forced into paying house taxes by such
sneaky methods as their electricity (still in government hands in Greece) being cut off if they didn’t pay
their tax and having to show signs informing cus-

ernment. Anyway, the price tag turned out to be a
pleasant 50% reduction on the one we paid in Marmaris, be it for a lot less amenities.
Then time for some exploring. There is one taverna here which also has an outdoor movie theatre
attached, now all but eradicated from mainland
Australia. Chris has a nostalgic moment about the
good times she had watching movies with her kids
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from the back of the station wagon. A little further
up the hill is a very new amphitheatre (sponsored by
blah and blah and many other blahs) and the starting
points of many walking trails. We followed one of
the trails up the hill and over the crest to see beautiful views over the Aegean, ink blue as ever and the
light-blues of the shallows near the coast.

Monday 13th June
Early start today to motor our way back into the port
of Paroikia to get Clio ready for our guest. Unfortunately the Gods of the Aegean winds had picked up
on their ESP-phone that we were trying to outrun
their cursed ‘on the nose’ winds by getting on our
way just after sunrise and they had sent some 20kts
on-the-noses our way, just to teach us a lesson. We
were hoping again to get into the little harbour or
Paroikia, but no such luck, it was still chock-a-block
so we anchored out in the bay, subjecting ourselves to
more Meltemi winds.

Tuesday 14th June
Still no chance of getting inside the harbour we
watched and waited for an opportunity to tie up on
the outside of the quay, still fairly exposed to the
Meltemi but access to the water we needed to clean
our Clio. Around eleven a couple of boats moved
out and we moved in. Then to work, giving Clio a
well-earned wash and preparing the deluxe suite for
our next one-man-crew. Clio was filled with fuel
(including the 24% tax) and water and we are ready
for John’s arrival.
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Wednesday 15th June
At 10.20 the superfast ferry from Piraeus arrived and
with Chris in the red hat armed with pink oleanders
we were looking out for a man smoking a pipe and
having a folded Financial Times under this left arm,
as the agreed secret signals. Unfortunately John had
not kept to his part of the bargain (he claimed innocence), so we tried to ignore him. John however was
not going to be ignored after 24 hours on a plane and
another 6 on a ferry, so we greeted John and wel-

said we are looking for Francis! As his name was
mentioned by the newcomers, Francis fight and/or
flight impulses kicked in, maybe Australian tax office
agents were after him, or an ex had come to tell him
about the triplet she had given birth to 25 years ago,
or (worse of all) the Dutch government had decided
to drag him back? Before he could turn the dinghy
to make a run for it, Chris bleated out ‘you found
him’, and then they introduced themselves as a couple from Australia who Chris had been introduced to
via Facebook by a fellow walker in the Wello walkers
(Wellington Point walking group). Amazing he recognised Clio from photos and we promised to drop
in on our way back to Clio, after dinner!
As promised, we visited Earl and Dianne and their
guests on board their yacht, for lots more discussion
and tips regarding anchorages, islands and boats until we had to drag ourselves away to give our slightly
jet-lagged new crew member a good night’s sleep.
Thursday 16 June
This morning we motored to Naxos to anchor near
Appollo’s Gate. We knew this anchorage from last

comed him to Greece.
After getting him settled on board we did the obligatory shopping, safety briefing and Clio introduction,
then headed back to Ormos Ay. Ioannou to give him
some time to get used to life on board. We spend his
first evening in this lovely bay. After some sleeping
and swimming we headed ashore for dinner. On the
way we spotted another dinghy coming towards us
and waving us down. As we pulled alongside they
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year when meeting up with Simon and Jim and it was
ok as long as there was no Northern wind.

After a swim and lunch, it is time to go ashore and
wander through the labyrinth of Naxos old town.
On the way we spotted a marble copy of the Harpist
(a Cycladian piece of early sculpture) and took some
photos for friends in the Netherlands. John and
Chris visited the Venetian castle and archeological
museum while Francis enjoyed a nap on the cool
stone bench in front of the museum’s entrance.
When we returned to Cloe the sea was very choppy
and we had a rough and wet ride back to Clio. Skipper decided this is not a good place to spend the
night so, up with the anchor, and we headed south to
a much more comfortable anchorage for the night.

beach tennis match. John is very quickly adapting to
this gruelling schedule and starting to recover from
his jet-lag.

Saturday 18 June
Friday 17 June
After a good night’s sleep anchored off the Naxos
coast sheltering from some Northern winds, it is
time to head for Iraklia, we tried in vain to sail in
little wind. When we reached the natural harbour
of Iraklia we were delighted to find that we are the
only yacht and happily tie up stern-to onto the quay
alongside the many fishing boats and the boat bus/
taxi. Later in the day another yacht with a German
couple pulled in alongside for the night. This is such
a lovely spot we decide to stay for two nights and do
lots of sleeping and lazing about with the occasional
visit to the beach for swimming, snorkelling and a

More of the same and tonight we were treated by
John to fresh locally caught calamari, chicken fillet
and ouzo in a taverna on the hill overlooking the
bay. After dinner the owner delivered more complimentary ouzo followed by complimentary dessert
and some kind of spirit in peach juice. Chris and
Francis could not drink the peach juice concoction
so John had to take one for the team and down them
all, so as not to cause offence to the generous owner.
We appreciated his gallantry and ensured his safe
return to Clio.
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effective post-nightclub food, a very filling meal for a
whole €2.50 along with some fine Greek wine.
As Ios is a (20 NM) stone throw from Thia (Santorini), and we didn’t really want to take Clio into Santorini, we suggested to John to jump on a ferry to have
a look at this very photo-genial island. It would have
been a shame to miss such an opportunity. So John
bought a ticket for a day trip to Santorini where he
will go tomorrow for some solo exploring. Off to our
little house on the water for some more sleep.

Sunday 19 June
Time to leave this little paradise and head back to
the bustle of Ios to share with John the diversity of
these Greek islands. After motoring all the way with
absolutely no wind and not another boat in sight,
we managed to pick up another yachts anchor chain
while attempting to moor on the quay. John was able
to assist Chris and get us free and second time lucky
we got Clio secure. Unfortunately though, we had
dragged the other boat’s anchor and he had to then
take in his anchor and remove his yacht. Francis
Monday 20 June
We’re at the quay in Ios and John, being a keen photographer, takes the fast ferry to visit the very photogenic (but not so yacht-friendly) Santorini. These
superfast ferries operated by Seajets and Hellenic
seaways, are not driven by propellers but by water

apologised with a six pack of Alpha beer and all was
forgiven.
That night we didn’t feel like cooking and so we
introduced John to a genuine Greek gyros: meat, a
smidgeon of salad and tomatoes and a handful of
chips wrapped up in a pita bread. It would be very
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jets and we clocked their speeds on our AIS to be
around 38 kts.
This is about five times faster than motoring Clio.
Apart from being uncharacteristically late, it should

not much there and we still have a way to go to Milos
and decide to do the hop to the next island: Folegandros. We anchor in the very lovely bay of Karavostasis with the little tourist village Agkali. After a swim
we headed ashore to a taverna on the hill overlooking
the bay. Although they did not have deep-fried zucchini balls, Chris’s favourite, we enjoyed baked feta,
now a new favourite, and Tzatziki while watching
the sunset. Since John had not brought ashore his
wide angle lens we just had to stay one more night

get John from Ios to Santorini, about 17NM South of
Ios) in a bit over half an hour.
MORE ON JOHN”S EXPERIENCE
Tuesday 21 June
We have chosen Milos as our next island, hopping
via a couple of other islands. The wind is predicted
to be in our favour we make an early start of around
8 this morning. As usual the predictions are off by
about 50% and we motor most of the way to Alopronia on Sikinos, a small island to the West of Ios. We
arrive and anchor about one hour later, but there is
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so that we could return to the taverna on Wednesday
evening to take more photos. The Wednesday itself
was reserved for sleeps, eats, reads, swims and other
gruelling activities until we had to go to shore. We
had another swim from the beach in the crystal-clear,
light-blue water and proceeded to the taverna for
John to take some photos with his wideangle, still no

So with an already reefed headsail and mainsail, we
set off. For the first hour or so Clio was cruising
along nicely and then the wind began to increase.
John was at the helm and for the next 4 hours ably
steered us through 30+knots with Clio heeling just
over 20 degrees and we speed along between 7 and
8 kts, not bad for such small sail area. John keeps
us very well on course and he loves it. With him
taking care of the helm, it leaves us to roam around
and solve problems such as a dinghy shaking off its
shackles and moving around way too much, keeping
the sails trimmed to steering the boat easier (reducing weather helm) and perform the tacks. As we got
closer to Milos the gusts were getting stronger and
we reefed in more sail to keep Clio’s heel down below
20 degrees, above which her rudder and sail loses
much of their efficiency. We did two tacks to get us
on a direct course for the industrial bay of Vodhia
and happily set anchor behind a container ship from

zucchini balls though.

Thursday 23 June
Today we have 20+knot north winds predicted.
Normally we do not venture out if wind is predicted
over 20 knots, but we figured with a third experienced hand on deck we could bounce towards Milos.
The wind is now predicted to remain around 20 kts
for the next 3 days and we don’t want to miss out on
Milos before we drop off John in Paros on our way to
Mykonos where we pick up our next crew.
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Hong Kong being filled with processed perlite.

wind to abate. We then moved around the corner to
the very pretty bay out of the village of Pollonia for
Maximum gust registered at that day were 36.5 knots.
our two night stay on Milos.
You can have too much of a good thing, that was
enough adrenalin for some time, thank you.
The anchorage is a minefield of mooring buoys and
it took a bit of time to find a spot to drop our anchor
A number of large opencast Bentonite (highly absorso it would not get entangled with the local lines and
bent clay) and Perlite mines are operational in Milos,
anchors. Eventually we succeeded and attached one
especially in the northeast part of the island. Benof the many moorings to our stern cleat to prevent us
tonite is used for pet-litter and also in paper-making
swinging during the night, hitting some of the other
where it may also be used for de-inking during paper
boats. All went well that night, so no big emergenrecycling. Perlite is another mineral mined on Milos,
cies.
it is a very light-weight foam-like material and used
in building materials since it is cheap and light. It

also may find use as a filtering material in the food
industry since it is an inert porous material.
We stayed in front of a big ‘no anchoring’ sign for
a couple of hours to have lunch and waited for the

Friday 24 June
We went ashore this morning and enjoyed breakfast
in one of the many small tavernas of Pollonia on the
shorefront. We then strolled around this pretty little
village and arranged to rent a car for this evening and
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Saturday 25 June
Today we headed to Plaka and started our day with
a visit to the small but interesting and charming
archaeological museum to discover a little about the
history of Milos.
Milos or Melos (Greek: Μῆλος) is a volcanic Greek
island is part of the volcanic arc (see http://www.
sailblogs.com/member/clio/?xjMsgID=313558) in

tomorrow. Back to Clio for mandatory siesta time.
At 4.00 we collected our small powerless rental and
set off to explore the island. First stop the town of
Adamantas, the main town on Milos, where after a
very small walk, gyros were required to sustain us.
John partook of the oversized ‘giant’ variety, while
Francis and Chris stuck to the regular size which is
already a feast. After some more strolling in very hot
conditions we found an ice cream shop and could not
pass by without sampling their wares. After finding
a shady bench along the waterfront we enjoyed our

double cones of chocolate and pistachio deliciousness
and watched the activity on the quay. After some
more driving about we made our way back to Clio
for a good night’s sleep.
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the Aegean Sea, just north of the Sea of Crete. Milos
is the most South-Western island in the Cyclades
group.
The island is famous for the statue of Aphrodite (the
“Venus de Milo”, now in the Louvre and well protected from its original owners), and also for statues of

the Greek god Asclepius (now in the British Museum
under the same circumstances), the Poseidon and an
archaic Apollo in Athens. Milos is a popular tourist
destination during the summer.
One of the other high-tourist-value places to visit
(yes, we used TripAdvisor) are the Christian catacombs. The catacombs were the meeting place of
the early Christians, where they held their religious
ceremonies and buried their dead, out of sight of the
pageants of that time and also their persecutors. The

Catacombs were dug out of volcanic tufa (a relatively
soft rock), and indicates that Christianity was established on the island in the 1st century AD, developing greatly during the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D., see
for more details http://www.catacombs.gr/. Inside
the catacombs, vaults can be seen in the walls which
contain graves, and the floor has been used for this
same purpose. The latest number of vaults recorded
was 126 (Anna Petroheilou, 1972) and it is estimated
that thousands of people were buried here. Sadly
these tombs have also been desecrated by tourists
over the years before the locals took back control and
now guard the catacombs as part of their national
heritage. Excavations have stopped now due to lack
of funding.
Our next stop was the ancient roman amphitheatre,
a walking distance away from the catacombs. The
Roman Theatre was originally constructed by the inhabitants of the ancient city of Klima, possibly during
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the Hellenistic Age (3rd century BC) is estimated
that it had a seating capacity of 7000 spectators. They
have been nicely restored and are used as a venue for
play, musical performances and other events.
By now it was very warm so we went looking for a
beach for some lunch and a swim to cool off. Despite
John navigating and Chris back seat driving we managed to land at the little fishing village of Mandraki
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instead of our planned destination of Firopotamus.
But we found a great little taverna overlooking the
water, so we enjoyed a great lunch in this ‘wrong’
spot. We love getting lost!
After being well fed and wined we managed to direct
the driver aka skipper to the beach at Firopotamus
to soak ourselves in the lovely cool and clear water
of a delightful little cove. Would easily live here for
some time, an unpretentious and beautiful spot with
magnificent views and a small community of autochthones, no infinity pools here.
It was time to get back to Clio, after another icecream of course (thanks John). Polyaigos is an island
that lies just West of Milos and is on our way to
Paros, where we plan to go tomorrow taking advantage of the predicted 15 kts of South winds (just for
that day). As it is only about half an hour away, we
motor over to stay the night before heading back to
Paros. This is a truly beautiful spot, very quiet with
crystal clear water and sandy beaches. During the
night the wind changes to the South (as predicted),
but puts us side-to in the gentle swell that kept us
rolling just too much for a good sleep all night.

kia on Paros. As this is John’s last evening with us
skipper treats us all to dinner in the lovely restaurant
that Chris and Francis had visited two years ago. We
drop off John a couple of hours before to do some
sightseeing with his wide-angled lens and buy presents for the home-front. When Chris spotted John
reserving a table 2 m from the water, we jumped in
our trusted inflatable Cleo and run her ashore close

Sunday 26 June
We were up at the crack of dawn this morning
hoping to catch some predicted south wind to get
us to Paros, but after sailing about 8 NM in the right
direction the wind gave up on us and we motored the
three hours to our anchorage in the port of Paroi-

to where John is sitting. We’re enjoying a beautiful
sunset while the water is lapping the shore and enjoying a Greek feast.
Monday 27 June
After a leisurely breakfast on board it was time to
move Clio onto the quay and give her a good wash.
Then sadly, it was time to say goodbye to John as he
boarded the ferry back to Piraeus to begin his long
journey back to Oz. We will miss you, you were a
great crew member, helmsman, court photographer
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we have to ready Clio for our next (Dutch) crew and
start making way to Mykonos.

Tuesday 28 June
After saying goodbye to our crew member and expert
helmsman John in Paroikia on Paros, it is time to
give Clio a good wash down and make the deluxe
cabin ready for the next crew. We collected our lovely clean laundry and then made our way to Mikonos
to await the arrival of Thijs and Annemarie from
Holland. We had no wind to speak of, but Mikonos
is just North of Paros, so the Iron Horse got us there
again. There is a joke about the Cyclades (pronounce
Kyklathes): there are two kinds of motor boats, one
with a mast and another without one.
After meandering through the filled-to-overflow bay
out of Psarrou to find a place to drop the anchor,
we gave up and anchored the next bay to the East,
off Gialos beach to spend the afternoon and night
surrounded by buzzing jet skis and wave-generating
speed boats towing bronzed skiers and the call of
peacocks on the land. Yes, you read right: on inspection with the binoculars we spotted two peacocks
roaming the small headland. Oh and I forgot to

and first-class stew-brewer, thank you. Tomorrow
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mention all the 20h/day party music. But we managed to sleep in spite of them all.

Wednesday 29

just outside in a little sheltered bay to wait for the
ferry to arrive with our new crew.
The first ferry arrived at the scheduled time we expected our Dutch crew, but not on that one. So we
waited for the next one and after thinking that they
were not on that one either, they snuck up behind
us. After greetings were complete we invited them
+ luggage onto our patiently waiting Cloe and managed to get us all soaked (first time in the RIB) on the
short bumpy and very windy ride back to Clio.

More wind today so a few less jet skis out and about.
So a quiet day for us.

Thursday 30
Today we set off early to beat the predicted high wind
on-the-nose, but no such luck: a bumpy ride to the
other side of the island and the harbour of Mikonos.
We attempted to go into the new partly finished Ma-

We managed to safely deliver crew, luggage and ourselves on board and then Chris and Thijs were taken
back ashore to seek out a supermarket and stock up
on essentials, e.g. Retsina and tomatoes. Once they
got ashore they spotted the water bus which delivered
them into town after a 10 minute ride. On asking for
directions they were directed to go behind the first
church for the market. Then directed to the fruit and
vegetable shop which is beside the next church. Then
back to the butcher just in the nick of time as they

rina, but no joy there, there were divers in the water,
probably repairing the landlines. So we anchored
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were closing for siesta time. But where to buy Retsina? Yes back in the port there is a liquor shop, so
loaded up with our essentials, back to the water bus.

On arrival back at the bus station, another tour boat
was unloading and loading new passengers so we

had to go into a holding pattern until they moved
out. Francis had come to collect the shoppers and
also was doing circles in Cloe while waiting in the
‘fresh breeze’. Finally we were able to transfer from
bus to dinghy and made our way back to Clio.
With the wind expected to increase, we want to leave
Mikonos, known as the windiest island in the Cyclades, behind us. We made our way to a beautiful
sheltered bay on Rinia on the other side of Delos
were we had our welcome drink with the new crew
and received very kind gifts, very nice smelling bath
gel for Chris, an oversized parrot for the skipper and,
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very importantly: dropjes (liquorice)!!!. After the
grand Clio tour and safety briefing, we enjoyed a very
nice swim and snorkel, followed by a good night’s
sleep.
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Friday 1 July
We set off this morning to the island of Syros, the
wind is right on the nose (wind come from where
you want to go) so it was motor all the way. On
reaching Ermoupolis on Syros we tied up to the quay
and treated ourselves to lunch ashore (bottm-middle). Syros, being the administrative centre of the
Cyclades and Ermoupolis the capital of both the
island and the Cyclades, and occupied by the Venetians from 1204 until 1522, has a distinctive Venetian
architecture, not unlike Symi. Also it is not really
on the tourist trail so has more Greeks than visitors,
which is nice. After catching the free bus to the
supermarket and acquiring the other essentials, like
food. We headed back to the bus stop. Chris spotted
a shop opposite selling deck chairs, the beach kind
with short legs, and mentioned that it would be ideal
for the front deck of Clio. So Francis ran across the

road and after throwing the shopkeeper into a panic
saying he must have a chair quickly before the bus
comes, he came running back with said deck chair.
Chris very happily now makes good use of the new
furniture.
We finished the day with a swim and Francis’ yummy pasta dinner. We were 5 metres away from the
tavernas and a bar which played music until 4.00 in
the morning, it interfered slightly with our sleep. Ah,
such is Greece!
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On arrival at Loutra on Kythnos we were very happy
to secure a spot in the small harbour, although on
first attempt we did not let out enough anchor chain.
As the winds are expected to be in excess of 30 knots
over the next few days, we needed to re-anchor and
managed to get Clio more secure with over 30 metres
of chain out.
Now it was time to reconnect with our dear friends
Alki and Lita in
Xerolithia our
favourite taverna.
After some drinks,
laughter and tears
of joy it was time
for a siesta followed
by dinner at Xerolithia and more
fun with all the
Xerolithia staff, old
and new. Kalliope,
Lita’s very pretty
and smart daughter (she’s going to
study criminology
at Athens uni) and
the totally mad Georgio. They are a great team and
we really love to catch up with them again. Sadly we
missed Claude (who allegedly switched from a sail

Saturday 2 July
Today we expect 10 to 15 knots so figured we would
have a nice sail to the island of Kythnos. But of
course, again the predictions are not accurate and we
spent the next four hours hooning along in 20 to 25
knot winds, with Clio scoring a personal best of 10.5
knots, making for one very happy skipper. (Eat your
heart out John.)
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yacht to a motor boat and was probably hiding from
us), and George as they were gallivanting over other
parts of Europe.

Sunday 3 July
We’re stuck in Loutra due to Meltemi-strength winds,
with very dire predictions for the next WEEK or so.
Poor crew, with the predictions giving us many days
winds gusting over 30 knots, so there is no chance of
us risking our crew and boat and another reminder
to not take crews in July and August when we are in
the Cyclades.

squeeze in. We have a relaxing day swimming on the
nearby beach and sleeping. While sitting in the small
thermal pool, with amazingly hot water, at the end
of the beach, Chris and Francis met a woman from
London who had Caribbean and Irish heritage and
had a long and interesting chat about the incredible
outcome of the Brexit vote and the impacts on the
English people living in- and outside of London.

We keep ourselves occupied by the fun and games
in the harbour as boats come and go in high winds
and attempt to secure themselves wherever they can
Monday 4 July
The wind is still howling, so we are staying put. We
tried to hire a car but none available today so we
book for tomorrow. Back to the beach for more
swimming and then Chris and Annamarie went
off to try out the hydrotherapy at the thermal bathhouse. For €6.00 each we got to lay in a stone bath
filled with hot salt and mineral water for 20 minutes.
No explanations, no fuss just hop in the tub and then
“bath finished”.
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stop, go back, pull up your anchor etc.,

Not quite the kind of spa we are used to (many times
the price though), but an interesting experience.
Sadly it did not cure the ageing, achy joints for Chris.
Meanwhile back in the harbour, more fun and games.
A yacht came in full of young Brits and in a strong
crosswind they attempted to drop anchor and reverse
into a tight corner spot. They were pushed by the
wind in the wrong direction and proceeded to drag
across all the moored boats lines. Pandemonium as
a bunch of crazed yachties, Chris included, stood on
their bows waving arms frantically and screaming

Thankfully they managed to get their anchor out
without causing any damage and after a third attempt
managed to get themselves tied to the quay with lots
of directions and advice from the sidelines. It turned
out they only had two mildly experienced sailors
on board and the rest were complete novices. The
boy operating the anchor winch had never done it
before and was a bit overwhelmed by all the yelling,
understandably. We all breathed a sigh of relief and
congratulated them on getting in safely in such bad
conditions. They were very grateful for the assistance, and came to thank us once they were settled.
They also were seeking some technical advice which
Francis was happy to share with them. They really
are such a lovely group of young people.
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Francis met another of our neighbours, a Canadian
couple from S/Y ‘Geronimo’ and spent many hours
discussing world politics with them.
With the wind howling at over 30 knots and us being
the last yacht at the end of the yachts and being
pushed sideways, the Canadian kindly lent us a long
sturdy line to tie us to the side quay 50 metres on
our starboard side, we then connected with another
line to his yacht 3 boats over which made us all very
secure.
And still the yachts come limping in, just when you
think the harbour is full a couple of Greek charter
boats squeezed alongside in the corner and rafted together in front of the young Brits. Nobody is leaving
any time soon.

Tuesday 5 July
Today we collected our very small fiat hire car at
12:00 and headed off to explore the island. We first
went to Merhikas on the other side of the island for
Annamarie and Thijs to buy their ferry tickets to
return to Athens on Saturday, and then enjoyed a delicious lunch in one of the many beach tavernas, the
wind and transparent wind guards around the terrace
produced enough noise to make conversation hard at
times. But the company was good and the food up to
the Greek standard, so not much to complain about.
After lunch and a couple of navigational surveys
(getting lost), we found the monastery at Kanala and
enjoyed the many great views from the high moun-
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tain ridges overlooking the ink-blue Aegean sea with
the ominous long white wave-caps. .We didn’t envy
the two sail yachts bouncing and cork-screwing their
way north into a heavy sea. We finished off the day
with very nice gelato ice cream back in Loutra.
Wednesday 6 July
Still stuck in Loutra by high winds, but a brief respite from the wind howling through the rigging as
we head back up to the chora for coffee and then
another small drive to find a Castle which we found
the sign for, but no sign of a castle anywhere, but we
enjoyed the magnificent views anyway. Now it is time
for swimming, eating and sleeping again. Thijs and
Annemarie adapt very well to this life style, but it
must be hard to not be able to go anywhere in your
holidays. So sorry guys, we will speak to the Meltemi-Gods about this!

the name often as it is not a saint’s name and therefore barred by the Greek Orthodox Church. After
an hour or so we had her whole fascinating family
history. Her grandparents had come from Smyrna
and we learned how her father had met her mother
along with a whole range of great stories. This is
what we love the most about Greece: the warmth and
openness of the people.

Thursday 7 July
We’re still marooned in Loutra by the Meltemi.

Thijs is an accomplished chef in his own right and

More reading, swimming and sleeping. Loutra has
geothermal springs and a little stream of hot water
crosses the beach on its way to the sea. People built
a little pool from rocks forming a permeable wall
around its mouth to trap the hot water and let it mix
with the colder sea water. Great place to sit, relax
and enjoy the (healing?) water. Chris and Francis
met a lovely Greek woman, her name was Antigone
(indeed, named after Oedipus’ daughter out of Sophocles’ tragedy written 2500 years ago). You don’t hear

enjoys cooking new things. As we had a fridge full of
cauliflower, he offered to get rid of it. That night he
made us a great dinner with cauliflower, potato and
bacon in the oven, so we enjoyed his creation that
night for dinner.
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a bit of context of the critters they encounter while
snorkelling, including a little section of ten of the fish
they were very likely to see. It also gives some pointers where to find them.
There is a second little beach in Loutra where mainly
the locals seem to go. It has rocky shores on both
sides of which one is protected from the waves
and so ideal for finding many fish and underwater
creepy-crawlies (invertebrate animals) and various

Thijs also made a great sweet and sour Indonesian
salad and a great tzatziki dip (cucumber, yoghurt,
and lots of garlic).
Thanks Thijs, more recipes for the Clio cook book.
Thijs and Annemarie finished off the day by going to
Alkie’s to watch the Euro football, while Chris and
Francis went to bed.
Both Thijs and Annemarie seemed to hold out quite
well given that we had to stay in one place for so
long. They were partaking in the strenuous activities

species of seaweed, even the single-celled green algae
mermaid’s wineglass (Acetabularia).
After their snorkel they said that they did see many
of the fish and had benefitted from the introduction
in that they saw more critters than on previous snorkels.

of sleeping, eating, reading and swimming without
complaining or getting (overly) frustrated.
Friday 8 July
Last day today for Thijs and Annemarie, more swimming and sleeping. A bit late, but Thijs and Annemarie sat through one of the Clio mini-presentations.
The Marine Biology introduction aims to give people
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That night Thijs and Annemarie treated us to a lovely
dinner at Alkie’s Xerolithia (Greek for drystone wall)
restaurant.
The sea-side of the key in Loutra is formed by big
peer of rocks, providing a labyrinth that is populated
by numerous cats living cat’s lives of feeding, fighting,
and fornicating/procreating. They are fed by yachties
and the locals, but still look very skinny. When
Francis stuck his head out of the hatch that night, he
saw one of the kittens asleep on Clio’s nice cushion. It
was so peaceful he didn’t dare to wake it and allowed

in Athens in air-conditioned comfort of museums
and hotels (we are NOT jealous, OK!). Alkie ordered
a taxi which arrived exactly on time to take us to the
ferry. As it turned out, Alkie had ordered the taxi for
two people so there was already another passenger
in the car and only three could go. Chris offered to

stay behind, but not until she handed Francis a list of
groceries to buy. So after the obligatory crew photo,
Francis went with Thijs and Annemarie to Merichas to see them on the ferry back to Athens and to
find the items on the list to bring back. Thank Thijs
and Annemarie for your patience with the Meltemi,
your great company (and meals!) and we hope that
you can come back at a better time and enjoy more
sailing with us, of course after the treatment that you

it a couple of quality hours away from the loud and
aggressive mob.

Saturday 9 July
More Meltemi and time for our crew to make their
escape from this windy onslaught for a couple of days

undoubtedly will need to process the Meltemi trauma on board Clio .
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When coming back, Francis had a long conversation
with the neighbours, a Greek family on holidays
in their RIB with 350HP outboards (it could do 50
kts, 90km/h, full throttle). The conversation started about his problems with maintaining the boat’s
electrics using a solar panel but ended, as so often,
about the political and economic situation in Greece.
He works as an army engineer and she is a teacher.
Together they could not earn enough in the ‘primary’
jobs to live off with their child, so he had a second
job to keep them afloat (sorry for the pun). Such is
life in Greece at the moment, and the 24% of VAT
imposed by the Troika may help to pay the interest
on Greece’s debt, but is not helping getting the economy started again or attract more tourists.
By the afternoon the wind had eased and the sea
outside was starting to settle, so we hoped that there
would be a small window opening up tomorrow
where we would be able to get out early to flee to
Poros, pretty much on the margin of the Meltemi region. That night we said our goodbyes to Alkie, Lita,
Kallioppi and Geogios, before retiring for the night
and an early rise tomorrow.

Sunday 10 July
Up early this morning, the sea is calmer and the wind
has not picked up so we motored Clio out into the
sunrise.
However, before we got out of the harbour we realised that Cloe’s painter (rope) had wrapped itself
around the rudder, so as soon as we were clear of the
port, Francis jumped in and got her free so that we
could get her out of the water and get under way to
Poros, almost 50 NM (92 km) and about an 8 hr trip.
The sea was still unsettled from the days of Meltemi
and we were motoring north, head-on into the short
and steepwaves to round Kythnos before we could
turn west on our way to Poros. It was a bit bumpy
until we rounded Kythnos and then with the wind
abeam we hoisted sails and cruised for the next few
hours. As usual though, about half way into our
crossing the wind died and so we motored for the
next four hours to reach Poros, where we anchored
in Navy Bay. Not the most attractive of places (busy,
noisy, water not very nice), but no wind which was
nice for a change.
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pump is not working properly or the
pilot outlet is a bit
gunged-up. Francis
dismantled part of
the outboard to get
to the water pump to
replace the impeller
(hallelujah for spare
parts on board). The
old impeller still
looked pretty good
but was replaced
anyway. That did
not really solve the
problem, so after two
hours work on the water pump, poking a paper clip
into the pilot outlet and flushing the outboard five
times with fresh water (administered in buckets as
we were still anchored), the pilot water jet was back
to its original strength. Time for some Simpsons
(read: sleep)

Monday 11 July
Time to go ashore and stock up on provisions and
to book a car for Wednesday to go to Athens for the
next episode of “getting the residence permits”. The

Wednesday 13 July
Another 6 o’clock start today as we take Cloe ashore
and jump on the €1.00 pp water taxi to take us across
the channel to the mainland (remember Poros is
an island separated by a narrow channel from the
mainland). Then the 2.5 hour drive into Athens back
to the Aliens bureau. When we arrived we asked

weather is getting much warmer now so the wind
scoop (it leads the wind into our cabin) over the
hatch of our cabin is back at work and gives us a nice
cooling breeze to sleep with.

Tuesday 12 July
More wind again so we are having a lazy do nothing
day. When using the outboard yesterday to get provisions, skipper noticed only a small amount of water
coming from the pilot outlet (shows if the outboard
gets cooling water). This is of concern as an overheated outboard motor may be severely damaged and
may take a fair bit of time to repair, if at all possible.
The two main reasons are either the cooling-water
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out the system and by looking over shoulders found
the person with number B-89, so we knew when it
was our turn.
At last we got to see a very friendly young man who
very quickly put our Greek medical insurance policies into our application and again we had stamped
pieces of paper, but still no permit yet! Come back
in ten days after we have checked that the insurance
policies are valid and then you will (may?) receive
your visas. We are getting closer, aren’t we?
the security guard zealously guarding the entrance
what we need to do to see someone about our visa.
He first pointed to the wooden benches indicating
that we should sit there. This is not good, you will
go nowhere is our experience. So we showed him
some of our receipts and kept at it, so he handed
us a number and pointed again to benches where a
number of other people were already sitting outside.
At least now we were in some kind of queue. So we
sat clutching our number B-90 ticket and waited to
see how this works. After some time another officious looking guard came outside and yelled out in
Greek and a bunch of people headed for the door.
Not understanding what he said, Chris went to the

first guard and showed our number, is this us, no he
indicated, sit back down. After another couple of
times of this process, it was finally our turn and we
got to go inside, only to sit again and wait for our
number to be called. By this time, Chris had worked

After a quick gyros lunch, we visited Christos, our
friend and boat insurance agent who helped us
very much by getting us into contact with the right
health-insurance agent. We are very grateful for that
as we had no idea where to start, given that it is a
very specific kind of insurance for Aliens like us.
We also visited Nomicos to say hello to Mr Harris
and Christa and collected another parcel with more
microscope bits for Francis.
We went to the large Carrefour shopping centre in
Alimou where we have been to in the past to find
life-improving things like our favourite chocolate
and Illy decaf coffee. We were very surprised and
saddened to see this once very busy store was practically empty and their stock severely depleted, many
shelves were filled with water to disguise the fact that
there was no stock. At the checkout we asked the
operator what had happened and it seems they have
been badly affected by the economic crisis and the
staff are very worried that they could close anytime

and they will lose their jobs. Yet another reminder
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tiful red starfish to show Chris who never seems to
be able to find such treasures.
Friday 15th July
We spent the day in this lovely spot swimming and
lazing about. By afternoon the Meltemi wind was
cranking up again so we moved Clio to what we

that Greece is not out of the economic woods yet.
On our return from Athens we celebrated our ‘almost
permitted’ status at the gelato ice-cream shop that
offers 46 different flavours, tough decision, but coconut and chocolate for Chris and coconut and cherry
yoghurt for Francis, very nice!

thought would be a more sheltered part of the bay.
The water had got a little choppier and Chris jumped
in again to secure our lines to the shore. First attempt did not work as our anchor was not holding
so try again. With Chris floating about in the water
waiting, Francis took Clio back out, re-anchored and
then headed back to hand Chris the landline for a
second attempt. The rocky shoreline is completely
covered in sea urchins lurking under the water and
Chris managed to tread on one and it was stuck in
her water shoe.
Luckily it did not manage to penetrate into her foot.

Thursday 14th July
Today we left navy bay on Poros and motored our
way to Agistra and found a nice anchorage in the
channel between Dhourasa and Agistra where we
tied Clio with land lines astern. Such a lovely spot
clear water and Francis was soon off exploring the
underwater world. He returned to Clio with a beau-
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It was not until sometime later, however that she
realised that once again she had brushed up against
one and collected some spines in the front of her
lower leg. Again luckily in an area that does not need
to have pressure applied, so they will gradually work
their way to the surface and be discarded.
We ended our day enjoying watching the young children from the yacht next door being towed slowly
behind dad in their put-put dinghy and water-skiing
on their inflatable in the form of a very broad water
ski, just like the big guys and girls zooming around
on their real ones from the large motor yacht anchored nearby.

also got the key to their wifi, resulting in more downloads.

When we got back to Clio, Francis set off on two rescue missions. The first one, when we spotted a child
and a man in an inflatable canoe/airbed attempting
to paddle against strong wind coming from the land
and drifting further out despite their efforts. The
adult behind was pushing and kicking but appeared

Saturday 16th July
When we awoke this morning Clio was being buffeted by choppy waves and skipper decided it is not
the place to be as the wind would only increase over
the morning. While Chris with blurry eyes readied

to be going nowhere. When the Cloe-cavalry arrived
and offered to tow them ashore, they said no thanks,
eventually they did make it to shore. Next was a very
small boat with a couple of guys paddling and going
backwards more than forwards, again when the Cloe
rescue team offered them a tow, no they did not need
help. We figure this must be how the locals get their
daily exercise?
Then time to settle in for the night. Not much sleep
had though as the Meltemi blew and blew.
Clio for departure, skipper jumped in to release the
landlines. Normally Chris’s job, but given the waves
were breaking on the rocks and her phobia of climbing rocks, she was spared today.
We motored into the wind and waves to the Peloponnese’ coast and the small village of Korfos where we
were able to anchor in a relatively sheltered bay. We
went ashore to explore and found the supermarket
and enjoyed a drink at the Korfos taverna where we

Sunday 17th July
More of the same hiding out inside as the wind howls
outside. The first objective of a good anchorage is often to prevent being submitted to waves, either waves
building up between where you are and the nearest
land from which the wind blows, or swell building up
elsewhere and rolling into the bay. Escaping the wind
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is often a secondary objective and much harder to do.
High mountains, as we so often encounter in Greece
around the bays we use for shelter, often make wind
worse as the air gets added speed by ‘falling down’
the mountain under influence of gravity (katabatic winds). This is sometime made worse if wind
is funnelled between two mountains. As long as
those winds don’t have enough space to create waves
(fetch) by anchoring close to (upwind) land, Clio
only has to deal with the wind. Taking down the
bimini and the sprayhood will reduce Clio’s wind resistance and letting out lots of anchor chain keeps her
in place. Having some leeway (space downwind clear
of land and other obstacles) gives you some time to
react in case the anchor scrapes or other calamities.
She may swing over a 45 degree range under influence of the wind, but being inside you often hardly
notice or get used to it when it goes on for days.
. You DO need to keep close watch of her position
so you would notice something going wrong with
time to respond to it. In them oolden days, you kept
watch with a couple of bearings (preferably lights) to
check her position, an almost full day’s job, 24 hrs/
day. These days a GPS-based anchor watch and an
independent position on a map delivers a fairly safe
method with much less work. Oh yes, sticking your
head out of the hatch every now and then is also
advisable, as well as developing some sense of when
the boat’s motion changes: if its movements becomes
smoother, your drifting with the wind and something
is very wrong! So far storm-anchoring 101.

the young guys on board advised that their motor
had died and they had come in under sail. They now
had no way of manoeuvring their boat, so we took up
our anchor and moved away, prevention being better
than cures. They were very apologetic and obviously quite stressed from their ordeal. But, luckily no
harm was done.
After we re-anchored closer to the stores, we went
ashore to get more supplies from the local supermarket (more like corner store).

Tuesday 19th July
After hanging about half the day we moved onto the
quay so that we can fill up with water and give Clio
a good fresh-water wash. She is crusty with a thick
layer of salt that has been accumulating over the last
two weeks or so. The mooring is free alongside a
taverna which offers free showers and wifi. We paid
a little for the water which was of very high quality,
probably because we are now dealing with mainland
water supplies instead of the island scarce water
resources.
One of the Danish boys came by to offer us a bottle
of ouzo to thank us for our understanding yesterday.
As it would take months to drink a bottle of ouzo
ourselves, we asked them all to come and join us after
the mechanic had finished repairing their motor.
They dropped in around six in the afternoon and two
bottles of ouzo later (Chris went out to get another one after the first one quickly empties into the

Monday 18th July
At last the wind settles
by mid-afternoon and
we can swim and sit
outside again without
being blown away.
Later in the afternoon
a yacht anchored very
close to Clio and when
Chris stuck her head
out to question them
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Danish glasses) we had learned about each of their
careers and some of their love lives. They showed
some interest in marine creatures so Francis showed
them his ‘Marine Biology 101’ presentation and they
all thought they would enjoy snorkelling even more
now that they have some idea of what to look for and

that kept us safe over the last couple of days. We have
heard from our English friends Andy and Steph, who
we met in the Dodecanese last year, that they are
heading to Epidavros today so we have decided to
make our way there to say hello before we head off to
the Corinth Canal.
where. They were full of questions and it was a treat
to talk to people that are that interested in the subject.
We then all enjoyed dinner at the taverna (part of the
deal for a free mooring) including a plate of stuffed
aubergines and stuffed tomatoes compliments of the
house. Great meal and great company.

No wind to speak of today so we motored for 1.5
hours into the bay of Palaias Epidavros. We soon
spotted Norna Biron, their yacht, and anchored Clio
nearby. Andy and Steph came over to say hello.

Wednesday 20th July
The next day it was time to leave the bay of Korfos

They were heading into town so as we were needing
some cash, Chris went ashore with them to drain the
ATM. On their return we were settling down for a
good long catch up when Francis decided that Clio’s
anchor, being on a slope, might not hold well in a
wind change. So we moved closer to the shore and
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Andy expertly assisted in running lines to shore in
his dinghy, it felt a bit like being on a big yacht with
many hands helping to anchor Cleo. Chris was very
happy for someone else to be doing the rock climbing
for a change.
Settled at last with 50 m chain on a sloping bottom
(very secure), Andy and Steph stayed for lunch and a
good old natter about our experiences since last year.
Then time for a nap before we joined them on Norna
Biron for a delicious dinner, drinks and lots more
talking. Thanks guys we always enjoy your company.

Thursday 21 July
After a very lazy morning, Andy and Steph came to
visit and Steph had Francis have a look at her problematic Wifi modem and cosmote SIM card. He was
able to load credit onto the SIM card for her but the
modem refused to work. It was then time for them
to go to meet their family who were arriving for a
holiday in Epidavros and we went ashore to explore
the pretty village. Chris went for a walk to inspect
the small amphitheatre very close by, while Francis
stayed indoors with a cold drink, remembering the
lyrics ‘Only mad dogs and Englishmen go out into
the midday sun’. It was set up as a fully functioning
outdoor theatre with lighting and sound systems.
Nice to see it being used for what it was built for
some sixteen hundred years ago. Although it was not
a very long walk it was very hot and so an ice cream
was required on her return.
Time to go back to Clio and have a swim. Francis
took Chris to show her the colonies of very interesting (in his opinion) sea squirts (Ecteinascidia
turbinate) he had discovered earlier and Chris was
excited to spot quite a number of fire worms in several clusters doing the things that fireworms do so well,
judging by their abundance.
Back on Clio we were soon invaded by the British as
Andy and Steph swam over with their visitors to say
hello.
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Friday 22 July
Today is the day we leave the Aegean Sea, so we
swung by Norna Biron to say our farewells to Andy,
Steph and pusses until we meet again, and motored
towards the Corinth Canal. On the way we were
treated to the sight of a very large pod of dolphin in
front of and trailing a fishing boat.
Two hours later we arrived at the canal gate where
we had to tie up alongside the quay and we were
rebuked a bit for not preparing our arrival via VHF
channel 11, but pleaded ignorance again. Francis

went to the office to pay the passage fee, a mere €242
for a 4 NM (6.3 km) passage. But still better than the
350 NM way around the Peloponnesus.
A young man was on the quay with his diesel truck
and asked if we would like to fill up. As it was only
€1.15 per litre we took the opportunity to fill up,
the last time on an island it cost us €1.35/L. After
filling up we had to move away from the canal jetty
and wait for the traffic coming from the other end.
It became clear why we were not allowed stay at the
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jetty as boats coming from the other end have to pay
on this end and have to tie up to do so. We waited
outside until we received instructions via our VHF
from the Canal Authority controller and we jumped
in line and headed into the 21m wide (and 8 m deep)
canal. It was quite an experience to passage through
this iconic canal, built between 1881 and 1893. As

we went through Chris had a sense of being in the
Australian bush due to the sound of cicadas and the
smell of (imported as it turns out) gum trees.
Once through the canal we made our way through
the Corinthian gulf with absolutely no wind to the
tiny and pretty fishing harbour of Ag. Ioannou (Saint
John). The little bay was about 3 Clio-lengths wide,
and we were wondering where to lay our anchor.
Luckily a man signalled from shore for us to tie up
to a mooring line in the middle. The hamlet consists

of a Taverna, one house and a caravan. And the little
port with a mini-slipway to launch small boats. It is a
very popular spot for locals from somewhere nearby

to drive here for a swim and many fishing boats come
and go from the slipway in the corner. Francis rowed
us the whole100 metres to shore to have dinner in
the taverna where the owner does not speak English
but the menu is all in pictures so no problem there.
While eating we enjoyed watching the children play
and swim, and Francis made some furry friends of
the feline family when he shared his pork souvlaki
with them, completely against all sensible behaviour.
He claims pussy-whiptness as he was surrounded
and felt intimidated by them.
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Saturday 23 July

villages and churches and had lunch on the beach.
Thijs and Annemarie courageously kept themselves
occupied with visits to the local restaurant (Xenolithia), reading books, swimming and snorkelling and
the odd sun-downer. Thijs turned out to be a master-chef and conjured up delicious meals. We will
not in future take crews in July and August when in
the Aegean due to the Meltemi.

One of the reasons to go to the Ionian was to escape
the Meltemi winds in the Aegean from July to August. Well, we got that, we had absolutely no winds
the last couple of days, be careful what you wish
for…A long motor today along the coastline to the
town of Andikira. We are noticing a big difference
in the landscape now (being the mainland) and lots
more trees, agriculture, and an amazing amount of
aquaculture, the coast is peppered with fish farms.
As it is mainland there is obviously more water as
there are more trees and everything is greener. Also
hot, hot, hot, I want my air-conditioner (but have to
make do with swimming in 27⁰ water and our trusted wind-scoop).

This is their impression about their time on board:
Wind, wind, wind, stuck in the lovely harbour of
Loutra. Where could we be in the cyclades if there was
no wind. In the same place on the same beautiful ship
with the most lovely and friendly couple Francis and
Chris. Francis taking his nap behind the computer and
Chris doing her embroidery.
Thijs and Annemarie Z.

Sunday 24 July
Anchored in the bay of Antikyra. Antikyra has
merged with a couple of other municipalities and is
now the centre of aluminium production in Greece,

Thursday July 25, 2016: Crew 2’s feedback
Thijs and Annemarie were our second crew in
2016. They were on board for nine nights and we
sailed about 55 NM (100 km) in that time. Thijs and
Annemarie joined us on Mikonos and we visited
Rineia, Ermoupolis on Syros and Loutra on Kythnos.
They caught a fast ferry to Athens from Kythnos for
some more exploring.

Thijs and Annemarie brought us lovely gifts, amongst
them lovely smells for Chris, a pirate’s parrot and
DROPJES (liquorice)!!!
Unfortunately, we were caught by the Meltemi on
Kythnos which pinned us for a week to the little
port of Loutra. We explored Kythnos by car visiting

and the industrial area on the other side of the bay
makes that very clear. We anchored away from the
aluminium plant in front of the Western-most part of
the town, which seems to be a non-descript small resort village for mainly Greek tourists, and looks to be
past heydays. We visited the town and replenished
some of our stores, including some BIG ice creams.
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we shared a beer with them later on our back deck.
The very friendly port tax man came to take our
money and we were soon convinced to pay and stay
for 3 nights for the bargain price of €30 electricity and water included. A gaggle of geese came to
inspect us from the shore later on that evening. They
seemed to be very excited to see us, as geese often
are.

Tuesday 26 July

Monday 25 July
The wind picked up overnight and by lunchtime it is
getting very choppy. So time to move and we motored out in 30 knots winds until the mouth of the
bay when the wind dropped suddenly. We figured
that this was very localised wind that was falling
off the nearby mountains. On our way to Itea we
stopped at Akra Macri-Nikolas, with what appears
to be an abandoned monastery at the land’s end
between the two bays for a swim and snorkel. Great
spot, beautiful clear water and great diversity of sea
life. Chris was very excited to spot a moray eel as it
was ducking for cover under rocks. As we got underway, the wind has shifted again so we change course
and head for Galaxidhi to tie up stern to on the town
quay. Our neighbours being another Aussie yacht
with owner/skipper Bruce from Noosa and his crew,
Jack from Perth. They helped us with our ropes and

Another great spot with swimming beach 200 metres
away. Chris went exploring and found the supermarket and butcher and arranged for our laundry to be
collected. Perfect place to relax for a couple of days.
After a lovely lazy day we were enjoying a drink and

a chat on the back deck at around 8.00 p.m., when
Francis noticed that there were a few white caps
forming and the sky was a bit overcast. Our neighbours Bruce and Jack were visiting the American
yacht two boats away on our starboard side. Suddenly the Aussie yacht was being pushed at an angle on
to the quay and into Clio.
A bunch of observant locals appeared instantly and
were holding her off the quay. We yelled to Bruce
to come running. Then it was all happening. Wind
howling, yachts bouncing about and everyone yelling. Bruce and Jack tried bringing in some anchor
and running an extra line to the shore, but as the
wind got stronger they were still being pushed into
the quay. They then decided it was time to move and
the local and self-appointed harbourmaster, who is
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also taxi driver and diesel provider and all round
harbour monitor, was jumping on board with them
and guiding them out across Clio’s bow further down
to a more sheltered anchorage on the quay.
This then left Clio as the end yacht and fully exposed
to the front which was by then producing gusts over
30 knots onto her port side. Luckily we had our
anchor out on the other side of the port, about 50 m
away, and well dug in, and so Clio was quite safe. At
first the locals assured us this will only last an hour
and after some time the wind did seem to be easing
off, but just as we thought it was passing it picked up
again and after an hour Francis was running a second line from our bow just to be sure. By 22:00 the
wind had calmed enough for Chris to be able to cook
dinner and we sat in the cockpit eating our very late
meal. At last the stars were out and things had settled enough for us to be able to go below to get some
sleep at 23:00.

Wednesday 27 July
We woke this morning and calm was restored.
Francis set off to replenish our gas supply and Chris
pulled out the trusty sewing machine to make one
more fly screen for the second aft cabin, so now all of
our sleeping cabins are mosquito proof. As soon as
a spot became available we moved Clio further along
the town quay to a more sheltered position to ensure
we don’t have a repeat performance of last night. As
we were just about to get underway our laundry arrived, we asked if he could please wait until we have
relocated as we had already pulled in the gangplank.
After some confusion he took our laundry to the
chandlery across the road and left it there.

We enjoyed coffee and a lengthy discussion with our
Aussie neighbours in the coffee shop 20 metres away
and gained access to their free wifi password, (coffee
shops that is), always a bonus to download lengthy
updates for our electronic maps, map-plotter, computer, ipads etc..
We treated ourselves to dinner out tonight in a lovely
taverna which was also popular with the town gaggle
of geese trying to intimidate customers into feeding
them. A very interesting process if you’re sitting on
the balcony, well outside their sphere of influence.
Great news today: Francis has received notice that his
residence visa is now complete and ready for collection. Unfortunately no news for Chris.

Thursday 28 July
Francis spent most of this morning communicating
with the Aliens Department trying to ascertain what

When we retrieved our bag of laundry we discovered
why it was more expensive than usual, we had 2.5
kilos worth of someone else’s laundry in with ours. It
would take some time to sort this out. We explained
the problem about 10 times to the chandlery and
other bystanders and then gave up. We had the laundry, so we reckoned that eventually the laundry man
has to visit us to sort this out, including reimbursing
us part of the money. And so he did, problem soved.
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has happened with Chris’s visa application. After
some time we were advised that they had two copies
of Francis’s medical insurance and no copy of Chris’s
policy. Thank goodness for technology, Francis
immediately sent them a copy of the policy and we
hoped that it would not be necessary to do another

Thursday July 28, 2016: John’s feedback
John was our first crew in 2016. He was on board for
eleven nights and we sailed about 150 NM (280 km)
in that time. John joined us on Paros and we visited
Naxos, Iraklea, Ios, Folegandros, Milos, and Polyaigos and we dropped him off back on Paros to catch
a fast ferry to Athens. John went on a daytrip using
one of the superfast ferries from Ios to Thira (Santorini). We had a great time exploring Milos by car.
We visited its ancient catacombs and amphitheatre,
and found the most picturesque place to spend the
summer in a little apartment. He steered Clio most
of the way to Milos in a 30+ kts wind and did a perfect job! This is his feedback about his time aboard:
This is what John had to say about his trip:

visit to the bureau in person to resolve it.
We said goodbye to fellow Aussies, Bruce and Jack
today as they made their way to the Korinth Kanal
and to Aegina where she’ll be put on land. We look
forward to meeting up with Nauti Intent and her
crew again one day.
We decided to stay one more night and spend the
rest of the day giving Clio a thorough wash and filling her water and diesel tanks.

The time with Francis and Chris was exactly what I
needed following a hectic period. Being with Francis
and Chris on their glorious boat in such beautiful
surroundings was relaxing, interesting, easy going
and fun. It was a total chill-out. I learnt a lot about
Greek culture, marine life and sailing in that part of
the world. It was great and I really thank Francis and
Chris for their friendship and wonderful hospitality.
John R.

Friday 29 July
After the mandatory visit to the port police and last
minute stocking of provisions, we moved out of Galaxidhi and motored to the small island of Trizonia on
the north side of Corinth gulf. You really need to be
careful what you wish for: we wanted less wind when
we were hammered by the Meltemi in the Cyclades,
now there is absolutely no wind, and it is very hot,
35 degrees. Francis dreams of snow blizzards and
penguins.
We anchored in the bay outside the harbour of Trizonia and were settling in for the evening when another
squall came through with just enough wind to warrant taking down the wind scoop and a few drops of
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rain. But it soon passed and we at least had a cooler
night swinging on anchor.
Good news again: Francis received an email from the
Aliens bureau advising that Chris’s visa was all sorted
and was also now ready for collection.

Saturday 30 July
We now have to arrange to get back to Athens, so
today we head for Patra where we will hire a car and
drive to Athens on Monday afternoon. On the way
there, we will also treat ourselves to a hotel for the
night and sleep in air-conditioning (set to its low-

crossing the Patra gulf for which you need to report your details and intentions to ‘Rion Traffic’ on
VHF channel 14 when you are 5 NM away from the
bridge, and obtain final permission when 1 NM away
from crossing under the bridge. This all makes it
into a bit of an event and Chris video’ed and photographed the proceedings from the fore-deck.
After this exciting event, we moved into the Patra
Marina. The marina is not a very popular spot, the
pontoons are fairly badly maintained and wobbly,
and a very unpleasant smell of raw sewerage wafts
over us every now and then. But there is hardly any
alternative close by. The only alternative would be
the port of Messolonghi, a small port at the end of a

est temperature and highest fan speed, simulating a
snowless blizzard).
After a couple of hours of motoring, again no wind,
we passed under the big Rion suspension bridge

long channel on the other side of the Gulf of Patras
which does not receive many accolades from the
yachting fraternity either.
So we tie Clio to the wobbly pontoon and go find
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somewhere cool to have some lunch. We walked
along the esplanade until we found a fish restaurant
with air-conditioning. At our request they turned it
on just for us, and we sat directly under it and enjoyed chicken and beef burgers (as you do in a fish
restaurant), a glass of wine each and cooled off.
On our arrival back onboard we have a nice chat with
our English neighbours and their two sons. Next day
they were having problems with their vhf (needed to
cross the Rion Bridge) so asked Francis if he could
have a look and try to resolve their problem. After
making sure the basics work and downloading the
manual, the problem gets solved and they are on
their way to the Korinth Kanal.
On our return to Clio, it was still too hot. So we sat
in a cafe/bar at the end of the pontoon and made a
coffee last for two hours in their cool and lovely air
conditioning, it is still in the mid-thirties outside.
As the sun was beginning to set after 8:00 p.m. we
figured it would be safe to return to Clio, but no, after
15 minutes we scuttled back to the cafe and sat on a
wine and ouzo for another couple of hours. The daily

They were impressed with our ‘Australian sized’
yacht. They say all Australians they meet are on at
least 46 foot boats. We also met the ‘Around-theworld-passported’ couple, living in France, Alia and
Lance on their catamaran a couple of berths along.
Lance is Canadian and Aliya hails from Perth. A
very interesting couple who have lived in Libya and
now live in France for six months and sail the med
for six months. We joined them on board their lovely air-conditioned yacht for drinks and nibbles and
they gave us lots of very helpful tips on anchorages
and places to go (or not) in the Ionian. No AC envy,
according to Chris, but Francis is asking around for
quotes for a compact air-conditioning unit for Clio to
be used when on shore power.

average temperature is 34 degrees, nights drop to 28,
but the humidity is high. It is definitely much nicer
in anchorages where we always get a sea breeze.

Sunday 31 July
We met some more fellow sailors today. A young
French couple came in alongside in their small yacht.
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sort town called Loutraki just outside Corinth and
checked into our air-conditioned apartment for the
night. We had hoped to visit ancient Corinth, but
again it was way too hot and the dryness and dust
played havoc with Chris’s allergy, so after a trip to a
pharmacy with a photo of the required inhaler, we
collected said inhaler, with no prescription required.
Back in the hotel we ordered in pizza, set the airconditioner on ‘Blizzard’ and made the most of the cool
room.

Tuesday 2 August
Monday 1 August
We’re still in Patra and we had some problems with
Rentalcar.com from which we ordered our rental
car as they sent us the rental car supplier’s address
as ‘Patra port’. Well, there are a couple of ports in
Patra and they are about 5 km away from each other,
not something you want to have to do on foot in 35
degrees. They promised to sort it out but never did.
Eventually we got the supplier on the phone and
arranged for him to drop off the car at the marina.
As it turned out, the name of the rental company
was also different and their office was somewhere
in a back street, we would never have found it. Bad
points for Rentalcar.com who never got back to us
after their promises to help.
Our rental car arrived at the marina at 12.00 and we
headed off for Athens. We stopped at a beach re-

Up at the crack of dawn today to get to the aliens
bureau by 7:30 and ensure a spot in the line to get a
number, they only give out 150 numbers per day. At
8.30 the gate was opened and yes we were number
39. Then sit on the bench and wait for your number
to be called. By 10:00 we were inside the building
and waiting our turn to go to a desk and hopefully
finalise this process which began in Sydney in March
this year and a couple of thousand dollars total costs.
At last our number was up and we presented our papers only to be given another number and directed to
another office. We were pleased when all the young
civil servants remembered us and we had requests
to accompany us back to Australia or to come back
and see them and bring souvenirs. We also wanted
to know how long we would be allowed to be out of
Greece before it affected our visa, one of the young
men said he would check with his supervisor. When
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he returned he happily told us we can stay away as
long as we like, as long as we come back to Greece
and spend money, “it is a deal”.
We then went to the second office and were ushered
straight into a large room to wait for the next available officer. And finally we have resident’s permits

our great friends.
On our return to Clio, Chris set out in search of a
hairdresser, which turned out to be just across the
road and enjoyed the indulgence of a heavenly scalp
massage, hair wash and cut all for the small sum of
$60 and worth every cent. On her return Francis was
again visiting with Lance and Alia and Chris joined
in for an afternoon drink.
An hour or so later they joined us on our breeze
cooled back deck for celebratory drinks in honour of
our newly acquired resident visas.

Wednesday 3 August

for ‘special reasons’ securely stuck in our passports
valid for two years, yahoooo!!!!
We celebrated with breakfast
and coffee in an excellent coffee
shop, with many deliciously
looking patisserie thingies in
the centre of Athens. Then
quickly off to the Media-mart
to get cables and another hard
drive to store the photos and
videos we’re amassing. We then
went to see our friend Haris at
Alimou Marina. It was great to
see him again and we enjoyed
a long and fun discussion. We
were saddened though, to see
most of the charter boats still
tied to the dock in what should
be their busiest time, and we
hope things improve soon for

The next day its time to move on. The marina is not
very cheap, over €20/night for very little comfort and
we need to get to an anchorage to escape the city’s
heat. We plan to stop off at a little island called Oxia
on our way to the Ionian island of Ithaki, almost 30
NM (55 km) to the West of Patra. When we arrived
it turned out that the sheltered bay had many fish
farm cages in it and the bottom was over 40m deep
until very close to the rocks. We decided to go to an
alternative anchorage about 10 NM (1.5 hrs) away
for the night. The anchorage is a ‘bullet-proof, all
weather anchorage’, according to Andy and Steph of
the Norna Biron. So that’s where we are now. Great
anchorage, very quiet despite
the 20 or so other boats, water
not very clear. Off to Ithaki
today.

Wednesday 3 August
We moved out of very hot
and smelly Patras Marina this
morning and motored to an
anchorage tucked in behind
the island of Patalas just off
the mainland. Everywhere we
look around here are fish farms
dotted all along the coastlines.
The water here is the result,
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very murky, but still cool and wet so does not prevent
a nice cooling swim. This is a very secure anchorage.
Still no wind.
Thursday 4 August
Today we headed over to Ithaca to Sarakiniko bay on
the East side of Ithaca where we met up again with
Alia and Lance who we met in Patras on the Australian catamaran Catouse. Looking up Catouse:‘a noisy
disturbance; commotion’. It took Francis a while, and

Some background: Sarakiniko bay on Ithaca Island
displays a great geological feature: it shows very
well-ordered layers of limestone, formed in Jurrasic
to Eocene period, about 200-50 million years ago and
thought to be ‘lifted up during the relatively recently
uplift on the Ionian trust fault’ (Ref: A geological
companion to Greece and the Aegean. Higgins,
1996). Limestone is formed by sedimentation of tiny
marine creatures many millions of years ago being
stonified into rocks, composed of mainly calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) from for instance the skeletons
of tiny marine algae such as diatoms and corals or
it can be formed by direct precipitation of calcium
carbonate from marine or fresh water when water
evaporates (as the Meds did at some time). Anyway,
it looks stunning at places.

Friday 5 August

needed some assistance, to work out that catamaran
names often have something about cats in them,
hence the name?

Today Lance delivered Chris and Alia to the beach in
their dinghy. From there they ordered a taxi to collect them, and take them into Vathy, the main township on Ithaca. There followed a long drive on a narrow and windy road with a very nice Greek woman

After dropping anchor Chris swam a line ashore
where Alia kindly assisted in pointing out how to
attach the line to the angled slat sideways. There is
always something new to learn in this sailing business.
After we settled Clio and had our afternoon siesta
we rowed over to Catouse to enjoy a chat and a few
drinks. Alia and Lance then joined us on Clio for a
very satisfying fried-rice dinner.
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driver. She had some interesting comments to make
about foreign male drivers that they encoutered
coming from the opposite direction, such as, “why do
these foreign men insist on taking a driving holiday
when they do not even know how to drive”. So after
some reversing and manoeuvring around very tight
corners she safely delivered the girls to the town
square of Vathi.

Provisions were acquired and delivered back to Clio
and Catouse. After yesterday’s overindulgence of a
very nice French Rose wine it was time for a quiet
night.

Saturday 6 August
Lots of lazing about today along with some snorkelling. After Lance and Francis did a TV and

movie download swap we were invited to Catouse
for drinks again this afternoon and a lovely summer
spaghetti dinner, thank you Alia it was delicious.
The recipe went straight into the Clio cookbook for
future reference. Alia added recipes tsatsiki (very
Greek yoghurt/cucumber/garlic dip) and fig salad to
the cookbook to be enjoyed.

Sunday 7 August
Alia mentioned that she couldn’t find many interesting things in the Meds while snorkelling. This
is a fairly widely held misunderstanding, is Francis’
opinion. In his opinion, people don’t look in the
right places and often do not have some pictures
in their head what to look for. He enjoyed many
hours diving and snorkelling in the Meds over the
years and finds many new things almost every time.
Together with many lectures on invertebrates (ani-
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Monday 8 August
We had Greek neighbours last night and they decided to talk or should I say yell at each other right
through until 4.00 a.m. It was very tempting to turn
up our music very loud this morning and if we didn’t
have other neighbours to consider we would have
happily done so.
After a final snorkel in these beautiful waters it is
time to move on to Vathy.
mals without backbones) and plant taxonomy during
his biology study (and what a chore they were at the
time) and the many photos and videos collected over
the past four years, he had enough material to put a
presentation together for interested crews and others.
So he spent some time with Alia and Lance today
going through ‘marine biology for Meds snorkelers
101’ presentation. The rocky shore at Sarakiniko Bay
has some very nice shallow grottos and overhangs,
so there is actually quite a lot to be seen. Alia and

We anchored in the Vathy harbour while it was still
quite early in the day and fairly deserted, but that
soon changed as the day wore on. Soon it was like
grand central station with boats piling into the place.
We are very happy we got here early and got a prime

Lance later reported back that they see much more
when snorkelling, now that they know a bit better
what to look for and where. We found three species
of starfish, almost 20 species of sponges, a couple of
seasquirt species, solitary corals, many species of red
and green algae, and much more within 5 minutes,
snorkel distance.
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spot. We waited for the day to cool and headed ashore in Cloe at around 5.30. After a wander
through the shops and Francis displaying enormous
patience while Chris tried on many, many swimsuits
(he believes she tried ALL of them), we had Greek
salad, of course, and gyros on a little terrace close
to the water. It was the first time that we could not
have a bit of vinegar to put on the salad without
having to pay extra for it and the chicken gyros was
the worst ever. Tourism is not good for quality. We
compensated (not) by not so nice local ice cream.
We then stocked up on provisions and headed back
to Clio. At last the temperature cooled enough to
enjoy a good night’s sleep. It has been quite hot with
temperatures in the mid to high thirties during the
day and high-twenties during the night, combined
with high humidity, so our wind-scoop has worked
overtime.

Tuesday 9 August
We needed a top-up of our water tank, so skipper
went in the dinghy to the fuel station to ask for a water sample to test it on Total Desolved Solids (TDS,
actually how well water conducts electricity, a measure to estimate mainly salt in the water).
He got some blank stares when he presented the staff
with an empty bottle. After some time they shrugged
their shoulders and filled up the bottle, still keeping a
close watch on the idiot that asked for 1 litre of water
from a fuel station that delivers water by the tonne.
The water was good 400 mg/L, below the 600 mg/L
level for ‘good palatable’ water, set by the Australian
drinking water standard. Some context: many times
we get water between 150 and 200 mg/L in Greece.
After we filled up on fuel and water, the water guy
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confided that the water is not always of high quality.
It gets brought in by tanker and the filters used in
the reverse osmosis process to convert seawater to
drinking water are not always of the highest quality.
No more blank stares .
We gladly headed out of Vathy that morning to look
for a less crowded and less touristic place. We went
first to Kioni bay, a little bay just North of Vathy
where we anchored and Chris swam lines ashore.
The wind picked up and was blowing onto our port
side so we were not too sure about staying here.
After some time a cat that had been moored on our
starboard side moved out and as we had inadvertently laid our chain over theirs that extended to the
other side of the cove, so they collected our anchor
line. This helped us to decide it was time to move as
our anchor was no longer holding.
As Chris was releasing the lines Clio was pushed
back by the wind and scraped the rudder on a rock (I
can still hear the sound when writing this). Luckily
no serious damage was done, although the steering
is now a bit less smooth (another task when going
on the hard stand). Skipper had to take Clio out into
deeper water to haul in the anchor (praise to the little
anchor switch at the helm, one of our first improvements when we got Clio) while Chris treaded water
with the second rope waiting to be collected. The
joys of sailing in crowded places. We then motored
further up the coast to Agia Nicolaos where we managed after a second attempt to secure a good spot in
this very pretty anchorage.
Time then to pop the bottle of Champaign to cele-

brate our 19th anniversary. Yahooo!

Wednesday 10 August
After a very windy night and not much sleep for
skipper we had a good long snorkel along the rocky
shore and then lifted anchor and headed for the
Ionian island of Kefalonia, next door to Ithaca, and
a more sheltered harbour from the North-Westerly
wind prevailing in this region. We got into Fiskardho around midday and found a good spot to anchor and take a couple of lines ashore. At this stage
although it was relatively busy we were happy in our
quietish little spot. That all soon changed! A flotilla
of flotillas were appearing at the horizon. This is
what the English must have seen when the Armada
appeared, scary sight. In our case there was no storm
to decimate the onslaught and within no time we had
four yachts rafted on our port side and then came
another five on the starboard side. It soon felt like
we were in a marina and we now know why fenders are almost always down in the Ionian. By 5.00
p.m. every available bit of open water in the bay was
occupied and ferries, tour boats and dinghies were
criss-crossing all over the place, weaving their ways
through a spaghetti of charter boat flotillas and their
minders, as well as the latecomers eagerly seeking a
small gap somewhere to squeeze into.
It was great to watch the flotilla leaders laying anchors and taking lines ashore for their mostly inexperienced charter skippers. By the time they had
finished there were lines everywhere looking a bit
like a Giants game of Cats Cradle.
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We dragged ourselves along our stern line in Cloe to
go ashore for some dinner. After a bit of a scramble
over rocks and through the bush we managed to find
the road into the town. We indulged in a drink on
the quay and then found the Thai restaurant as recommended by Alia. Thank you Alia, it was delicious
and a treat to eat non Greek for a night. By the time
we had finished our dinner it had become dark so we
bought a torch at the local supermarket to find our
way back through the bush and down over the rocks
to Cloe. We dragged our way back to Clio along
the spider’s web of land lines, changing lines at their
crossings, and got home without anything broken or
scraped and with our groceries still in bags.

There is more wind predicted tomorrow, Friday, so
we figured it would be best to make a move today
and get to a protected bay further south along the
coast. As we could easily see that we had at least one
anchor line across ours from the flotilla boats, Chris
asked one of our English neighbours if they could
alert the flotilla leaders so that they could give assistance if we needed it. After letting our stern lines go
Chris began raising the anchor only to confirm our
suspicions we had picked up the first chain. So out
came the minder (the flotilla called the ‘spirits’ on
the vhf) in his dinghy to the rescue. We managed to
haul up the chain to about 5 metres from the surface
and he dived down to release it. But when he came
back up it was with the sad news that we had at least
two more lines crossing. So after some manoeuvring
we were able to raise our chain again to a reasonable
distance for him to dive down and release number
two. Ok only one to go, which was a small stern anchor that had managed to land exactly on top of our
anchor. Eventually we were able to raise our anchor
with said stern anchor firmly attached to it. After
some struggling with it the minder was able to get it
free and we were on our way.
Our first stop was just around the corner in Dhaskalio a very small bay that already had a super
yacht, a catamaran and a monohull in there and it
was crowded. The monohull soon moved out so we
moved into their spot and dropped anchor. After
some time the wind had shifted a couple of times and
we were getting a little too close for skipper-comfort
to the rocky shore. As we were thinking of leaving a
Greek couple pulled alongside in their small motorboat and he asked if we had cream for a wasp bite, as
he had been stung, diddums! We had noticed a lot
of wasps about. Chris got out our antiseptic cream
for him and he was very grateful. We did have a little
chuckle thinking he was being a bit of a sook.
We moved on again this time going into another
small bay where we were the only yacht. Yes this will
do, says skipper, so we dropped the anchor and again
Chris jumped in to take our stern line ashore. There
were many more wasps here and they were quite
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aggressive. As Chris was securing our line she was
stung on the back, taking it in her stride she yelled
at the wasp and jumped back into the water to swim
back to Clio. Once back on board after being stung
two more times within 10 minutes it was decided
that this will not do at all. There were so many wasps
that it was hard not to squeeze one when picking
up things and being stung by the self-defending
creature. Chris now completely empathised with
the young Greek guy and fully understood his pain.
These killer wasps bloody hurt! After some recovery
time Chris jumped back in to retrieve our line and
we hightailed it out of there.
Heading further south we at last got some wind and
were able to break out the headsail and sailed along
to Ag Sophia, a medium size bay with its bottom at
a reasonable depth of around 10 m, with only a few
boats and where the wasps are fewer, thank goodness. So in went the nail and time for a swim after
all that maritime excitement of the day. Francis had
had enough of his Rod Stewart hair image on InYourFaceBook and very bravely let Chris loose on it
with the razor, it will be a while before he is looking
windswept again. Chris’ assessment of the result was
‘star war’s Yoda’, Francis’ was ‘Snow White’s youngest
dwarf Dopey’. Thank you for NOT putting more
suggestions in the comments, we will withhold sa(i)d
images until later notice.
So far this is a good anchorage so we should be able
to hang here (Chris reads a lot of InYourFaceBook)
for a couple of days. The wind has started and is
predicted to reach in the high-twenties today. Blowy
but not many flotillas around!

Friday 12th August
Just hanging around in Ag Sofia bay on Kefallonia,
doing a lot of nothing today.

Saturday 13th August

It’s Chris’ birthday today and Francis had made
a few decorations to celebrate the start of a new
year of adventures and wonders for Chris. We went
ashore to have a look around. Chris explored the
land on foot while Francis snorkelled the underwater world. The wasps are back so we soon headed
back to Clio. After a shower we decided to try out
the taverna for a late lunch. It was a minimal menu
but Chris enjoyed the oven baked (older) lamb while
Francis savoured the oven baked sardines in tomato
sauce.
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in swimsuits on that beach would be buying a house,
we guessed. We went in our inflatable Cloe in search
of blue water caves but were unable to find any so we
ventured ashore and after walking the length of the
beach we opted to return to the peace and quiet of
Clio and our own private swimming area from the
back deck.
Monday 15th August
Sunday 14th August
We headed down to Sami where we tied up side-to
to the outer jetty to fill up with water (TDS 495, so of
reasonable quality). Chris ran into town to stock up
on a few essentials such as yoghurt and wine.
Then we moved a little further south to Andisamos
bay which was a bit like landing in the riviera. The
beach is completely covered with umbrellas and
bronz-ed/ing bodies. The amount of money invested

We then headed down to Poros where we thought
we would spend the night on the quay. After we had
dropped anchor and tied Clio’s stern to the quay a
very excited Italian couple on a yacht much further
down the quay were yelling and waving arms about
furiously, protesting to the harbour master, who
had just helped tie us up, that our anchor chain was
across theirs. We did not agree, but the harbour
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master decided to appease them and asked us to
re-anchor. As we did not want to be neighbours with
the crazy pair or pay money to that harbourmaster
we decided to give Poros a miss altogether and motored out.

the harbour.
We were right as long as the wind would not shift
to the South during the night, so not much sleep for
skipper tonight in this windy and crowded anchorage.

Once we had cleared Kefalonia island the wind
picked up considerably from the southwest so our
best option for a safe anchorage was on the East coast
of Zakynthos. After a couple of hours we arrived
in Ay Nicolaus a very busy little harbour which is
teeming with day tripper boats taking tourists to
shipwreck beach and the blue caves. Our first attempt at anchoring did not work as after a short
while we were dragging out of the bay. As we were
raising the anchor to try again the port police came
by yelling, “no parking here”. So we moved to the
side of the bay as directed and got the anchor to dig

Tuesday 16th August
Chris was on lookout this morning watching for a
yacht to exit from the quay so that we could move
in as soon as there was a vacancy. We did not wait
long and soon we had Clio securely attached to the
quay. We have decided to stay for a couple of nights
as Chris is enjoying the wasp free zone.

Wednesday 17th August
We joined the tourist hordes today and went on a day
tripper to shipwreck beach and the blue caves. As we
were not sure of what was there in the way of anchorages and access for Clio we decided this was a good
way to check out the terrain and let someone else do
the driving for €12 each. After a 40 minute ride in
the glass bottom boat, whose bottom has not been
cleaned in a long time, we reached the Shipwreck

in while we had about 25 knots blowing on the nose.
We then watched as more yachts came in and were
yelled and whistled at to not park there. Not long
after we discovered the reason why as a large ferry
steamed in at full speed blasting the horn making a
left-over Italian skipper move his boat very rapidly.
An English couple were not really in the way of the
ferry, but were yelled at by the ferry crew and decided to move. They tried a couple of times to anchor,
but the space was just too small and they decided
to move out of the harbour. So in the end Clio and
another Italian boat were the only boats anchored in
the harbour along with all the day tripper boats, all
others had found a place at the quay or moved out of

beach after passing spectacular cliffs and caves along
the way. What an amazing experience, the beach
is crawling with people, and boats are coming and
going constantly picking up and depositing their customers, often nearly missing swimmers. Some boats
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to Ay Nicolaus to get in at least one more load of passengers for the day. We decided that we had to come
back in Clio to do some more exploring.

Thursday 18th August

drop off about 150-200 tourists on a 180m beach.
The water is the most beautiful colour of light blue
and the beach is encased by massive limestone cliffs.
After spending some time in the water and exploring
some of the caves, we waited on the beach for our
boat to return for us. On the trip back we stopped at
one of the small grottos for a very quick, 10 minutes,
swim, we think the skipper was in a hurry to get back

After enjoying a breakfast ashore we took Clio along
the coastline to explore the caves at our leisure. Donning flippers and masks we happily swam in and out
of the nooks and crannies finding all sorts of marvellous creatures and visual wonders. The cave wall
was a wonder world for anyone interested in underwater life. Chris’ impression was of a child splashing
colours on the wall. Francis stayed a couple of hours
in one cave alone, taking many pictures and video

footage (for the marine biology mini-lecture) and a
couple of samples to identify under the microscope.
At last we found colonies of moss animals (Bryozoans, inside the yellow circle) to show in the on-board
mini-babbles ‘Marine Biology 101’. We found a second Bryozoan species, Pentapora fascialis, but we’ve
run out of photo space and probably our reader’s
interest or patience. We’ll post more photos on the
gallery.
Thousands of people visit these caves every day but
only see what is above the water. They are missing
out on the best part
After we had had our fill of the caves and as the
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tripper boats were increasing in numbers we thought
it best to say farewell to Zante (Zakynthos), for now,
and make our way back to Kefalonia the island of
the wasps, where we will be collecting Chris’ sister Rhonda on the 24th. We set the sails and had a
lovely cruise for the next few hours, it was so nice to
not have to motor all the way for a change. Once we
reached Kefalonia, the wind died and we motored

into the bay of Andisamos with the riviera look alike
beach, where we will anchor for a day or two or
three.
Friday 19th August
Skipper has a change of plan. So we up anchor and
headed into Sami today to start cleaning Clio in
preparation for Rhonda’s arrival. We tied up stern
to in this busy little harbour with the help of our
English neighbour, who had lived in Australia for
a few years, and his daughter was born there. After dropping off the laundry we enjoyed a very nice
lunch sitting on the quay watching the very expensive motor cruisers come in to drop off and collect
their wealthy guests. We were also on a mission to
find oil filters for our Volvo engine, but sadly none to
be found on the island, they will have to wait until we
reach Lefkas.

Saturday 20th August
Once we had finished some of the cleaning work and
collected our laundry we decided to get back around
the corner into Andisamos to anchor for another
couple of days. Late yesterday we had Italians move
in on our port side and they had dropped their anchor over the top of our chain. Thankfully there was
no wind so Francis was able to eventually free our
line and drop their anchor. Unfortunately there was
no one on board the Italian yacht at the time, so we
asked the audience to please let them know that we
had displaced their anchor.
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On arriving in Andisamos we tried anchoring in a
small cove where there were a couple of small caves.
Time again for Chris to swim the stern line ashore,
and after two attempts the line was secured to a
rock. We did some snorkelling and while the cave

Sunday 21st August to Tuesday 23rd August
We’re anchored in Andisamos Bay, around the corner
from Sami on Kefalonia and waiting for our next
crew, Chris’ sister Rhonda, to come on board. We do
the odd jobs left over from more busy times such as
cleaning the underwater hull and starting to polish
and wax parts of the deck and stainless steel. And of
course have some R&R after the hectic travel down
to Zakynthos and back. Some of the critters found
in the Painter Cave on Zakynthos (see previous blog)
still must be identified and added to the photo col-

we looked at today was not as large as the grotto on
Zakynthos, it still had lots to offer.
After some time we realised that the anchor was not
holding very well in the afternoon winds so time
to move again. When the anchor came up it was
obvious why it was not holding: it was completely encased in weed, which took a bit of shaking to remove.
Back to the riviera beach to the tried and true good
holding anchorage for the night.
After dinner Francis showed Chris the ‘light in the
sea’, most likely small dinoflagellates (single-celled
organisms, part of the plankton) that emit a small
amount of light (bioluminescence) when touched.
Sitting on the swim deck with feet in the water as you
move small creatures set off a tiny light like fireflies
but in the water. A beautiful night spent stargazing
and water gazing. Mmm why do we do this, I wonder?

lection. Especially the two colonies of moss animal
(bryozoan) species. Francis is still not happy that he
was unable to get some photos of the tiny polyps of
the bryozoan colonies.
Tuesday we headed back into Sami to finish cleaning
Clio. In the afternoon the wind picked up considerably and we spent the afternoon watching latecom-
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in Argostoli (about 25 km of very ‘scenic’ roads) to
Athens to pick up sis Rhonda. We walked the length
of the village to find another car, but no such luck.
As we walked past a motorbike hire place, Francis
decided this mode of transport will do the trick. So
a few minutes later with donned helmets we were
buzzing our way on a 120cc scooter, with Chris clinging on VERY tightly, over the steep and windy road
for the next long one hour. But we managed to find
the airport with time to spare thanks to the help of
a couple of friendly Greeks. When we arrived at the
airport Chris managed to stumble from the bike with
jellied legs which took a couple of minutes to return
to normal.

ers struggle to find spots in an already full harbour
in heavy wind. There was some chaos as one yacht
caught another anchor line and eventually with the
assistance of a few other yachties, were able to raft
onto another yacht.

Wednesday 24 August
Time for Crew 3 (Rhonda) to arrive. That night we
got word that her flight out of Melbourne has been
delayed by three hours, and subsequently she missed
her connecting flight out of Dubai to Athens. Chris
had already booked flights to meet her in Athens
and to fly back to Kefalonia tonight and we spent an
anxious couple of hours waiting to find out if she was
getting out of Dubai today. At last Chris got a message that Rhonda would arrive in Athens at 7.10 that
night. Too late for their flights back to Kefalonia, and
Chris had to change them to the first morning flight
on Thursday. We then set off to collect our hire car
from Karavomylos car rentals only to discover that
the agent had failed to tell us that their days are from
morning to night, not 24 hours like every other company we have used over 40 years everywhere around
the world. And as we were collecting it at 1:00 in
the afternoon, she wanted to charge us a whole day.
By not accepting that we forfeited our €20 deposit
but had the satisfaction of letting her know what
we thought of her ‘business’. We decided to enforce
our long standing ‘policy’ not to support cheats and
walked out of her shop. But now we didn’t have a
car and Chris had to catch her flight from the airport

Chris lined up to board her flight to Athens and
Francis zoomed back direction Sami on the scooter. On the way to the airport Chis spotted a chandlery-like building and he wanted to check it out,
we did not see many chandleries in the last couple
of weeks and still needed to get fuel and oil filters
for our steel horse. It turned out to be ‘Aqua Mare’,
well known from yachty-blogs for the very helpful
guy called Andreas. And all the reports are true, he
is very helpful and tried to get our stuff in time. We
had a great chinwag about the world and Greece.
But as we were on a tight schedule, this time it didn’t
work. We’re sure to get his help the next time. And
so the all-important Greek network grows.
Back to Chris: after hanging around for a couple of
hours in the Athens airport it was, at last, time for
Rhonda’s flight to arrive from Doha on Qatar airline.
As all the passengers came out into the arrivals area,
Chris waited and waited. As the area was almost
cleared she became concerned that maybe Rhonda
was not on the flight after all. Then as the doors slid
open one more time she spotted her inside only to
be greeted with a wave and “can’t find my bag”. It
turned out that all the Australian passengers from
Melbourne had arrived but their luggage was still in
Dubai. They assured Rhonda that it would arrive
tonight or tomorrow.
At last she was through the doors and we headed upstairs to the departures area to spend the rest of the
night waiting for our flight at 5.15 in the morning.
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Thursday 25 August
Francis arrived at the Kefalonia airport at 6.15 a.m.
in a taxi, much to the delight of Chris (no more
scooters please). And one hour later a very tired pair
of girls were delivered onto Clio and went straight to
bed. Later in the day after some recovery time, Chris
and Francis did the shopping and after a couple of
phone calls it was established that Rhonda’s bag had
arrived in Athens and would be in Kefalonia tonight.
At midnight Francis was the only one still awake to
receive at last the wayward luggage. He had a vested
interest because the replacement solar controller (the
one that died 2 days after installation) was in the bag
(and thanks to John and Rhonda playing courier)!

Friday 26th August
The next morning the jet-lagged Rhonda, having had
some sleep, was able to unpack and install herself on
Clio. The solar controller had arrived in one piece
and was quickly installed, we’re
really hoping it will last a bit
longer than the previous one, but
‘thank you’ Jaycar for the replacement.

the history of the cave but also serenaded us in this
beautiful, and cool!! Place. Dye experiments in 1959
showed the underground connection of the water in
the cave with Katavothres, where the seawater flows
inland and enters sinkholes and apparently (part
of) the seawater arrives in the Melissani cave, 25 km
away). It has to mix with some fresh water as the
water in the cave is brackish.

After an interesting morning of
untangling anchor chains of boats
leaving the harbour with boats
staying behind, others and then
ours, we negotiated a price with
a taxi driver to take us to the two
underground caves on the island.
The first was an underground
lake, Lake Melissani or Cave of
the Nymphs, of which the roof
had caved in and so the sunlight
shows the beautiful blue colour of
the water inside the cave. We had
to queue up to board a small rowing boat and were rowed around
by a very charming young Greek
man who not only informed us of

The second was a dry cave, the
Drogarati Cave, where we walked
through inspecting stalactites and
stalagmites. It was a medium-size
cave and slightly run-down by
many years of tourist’s feet and
hands. Due to the abundance
of artificial lights a fair bit of the
cave is covered in a coat of slimy
algae or moulds (?) and in some
places even mosses and ferns.
On our return to Clio and we did
a couple of rounds of last minute
shopping before we hauled up the
anchor and took Rhonda on her
maiden voyage around the corner
to Andisamos, for her first night
at anchor.
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Bay, on the south east corner.
Saturday 27 August
This morning Francis delivered Chris and Rhonda
ashore to go for a walk up the hill through the bush,
and then back to the beach for a game of beach
tennis. Francis went off to the cove where we had
attempted to anchor a few nights before, to snorkel
the caves once more to get some macro-photos of the
illusive bryozoan polyps. As there has been, and still
was, a fair bit of wind blowing into the Bay. Trying
to take macro (very close-up) photos in a very small
cave with waves rolling in is like trying to thread
a needle while sitting on a bucking bull. So after a
couple of run-ins with the pointy bits of an eroded
limestone cave, he gave up. He got away with some
photos of a sizable Triton’s trumpet snail (Charonia
lampas), but still no polyps!

After tying and re-tying the stern line to shore, Chris
had had her swim for the afternoon. Francis found a
small cave with a very interesting sponge. We enjoyed leftovers for dinner and an early night as Rhonda was still battling leftover jet-laggedness..

Sunday 28 August
This is such a lovely spot with crystal clear water, so
of course, we must snorkel. Rhonda struggled a little
at first with the snorkel, but soon got the hang of it
and enjoyed viewing the underwater delights. Chris
was very excited to spot three beautiful red starfish
of varying sizes and even picked up a small one to
give to Rhonda to hold. The rest of the day is spent
relaxing and many more snorkels.

Time for Rhonda’s ‘grand tour’ of Clio and her safety
briefing, with a glass of welcome-bubbles to round it
off.

Monday 29 August

After we all got back to Clio and with the Crew
ceremonies out of the way, we agreed to leave Kefalonia Island and its many wasps behind and motored
to Ithaca where we anchored in a small bay, Pigadhi

Today we motored into Vathi on Ithaca for Rhonda
and Chris to do some shopping and on our return to
a slightly deconstructed Clio, Skipper advised that
there is a problem with starting Clio. After some
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investigation he learnt that it was the battery isolator
that we had purchased in Turkey at the end of last
year that had died and did not charge the starter battery. That in turn induced the engine electronics to
refuse to start the engine for some reason (there was
enough charge left in the battery. Luckily we still had
the old isolator, so out with the new and back in with
the old and we are back in business.

to around 20 knots within a minute or so. We were
cruising along happily in up to 25 knots gusts from
abeam.
When arriving on Atoko Island we pulled into a
stunningly beautiful bay, aptly named ‘One house
bay’. One of the cliffs that borders the bay shows in
great detail the limestone layers and how they were
bent and faulted over the millions of years. It was as
moving to look at as any other good man-made piece
of art.
As the mountains around the anchorage were quite
high, we had to sit through another katabatic-windy
night, so after a quick dip we all hid inside until it
settled. Rhonda made us delicious stuffed peppers
for dinner, thanks Rhonda!

Tuesday 30 August
Chris and Rhonda rowed ashore in Cloe this mornBy 2:00 in the afternoon the wind was picking up so
we left Vathi in the hope of getting the sails out and
head for the small island of Atoko.
Once we left the harbour where the wind was blowing from the west we had a very pleasant sail, for
about ½ an hour. The wind dropped back to 5 knots,
but we could see other boats getting lots of wind,
be it from wind coming from 180 degrees different
direction. So we decided to reef fore and main sail
in anticipation of a stronger wind and after some
time the wind did shift 180 degrees and went from 5
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ing to explore the bay and to do some exercises.
They discovered a small chapel and the one deserted
house before another beach tennis match, outdoing
themselves today by keeping the ball alive for a whole
ten hits. Then a lovely cool swim before paddling
Cloe back out again. Meanwhile Francis had set off
with his snorkel to explore the amazing limestone
cliff under the water and found a (to him) new fish
species and took photos of spherical silicate inclusions in the limestone. Maybe they are the core of
the many big pebbles on the beach. We have to ask
our geologist-friend Jon.
It was then time to move on and once we were clear
of the island we hoisted the head sail and gently
made our way to the island of Kastos. On reaching
the bay of Pothoni we dropped anchor for another
snorkel. What a find, so much to explore underwater
here. Chris found the spider crabs again for Francis
to film amongst all sorts of other delights. It is called
‘sea urchin crab (Percnon gibbesi), but ‘huntsman’
crab would be much more appropriate, as it moves
and hides just like an Australian huntsman spider.
It is a fairly recent addition to the Mediterranean
region from the Atlantic. As most of the species in
the Mediterranean come from the period when the
dried-out Meds (+/- 6 million yrs ago) was filled up
with Atlantic Ocean waters and creatures through the
Strait of Gibraltar (+/- 5.3 milion yrs ago), it is a bit
hard to call it an invasive species.
Back on board we had lunch and then motored for
20 minutes to the Port of Kastos. After anchoring it
was nap time and then we went ashore for Rhonda to
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partake of her first meal of Greek food. After walking around the very small village we discovered a
windmill cocktail bar on the point where we enjoyed
the view and a drink or two. Then on to dinner at a
small traditional Greek taverna and stuffing ourselves
with zucchini balls, cheese croquettes, Aubergine
salad, wild green vegetable salad, pork souvlaki and
spaghetti. Cloe was sitting much lower in the water
on our return trip to Clio. Great day!

Wednesday 31st August
Yesterday, whilst sailing from the
beautiful geology of Atokos to Kastos
Island, Rhonda tried to catch us a nice
fish-dinner, but unfortunately the fish
had other plans for that night.
This morning we left the port of
Kastos on Kastos Island and went
back to the bay of Pothoni for some
more snorkelling and lunch. At last
the lovely little bay gave up one of its
underwater biological treasures and
provided Francis with a fairly good macro photo of
the extended polyps of a colony of moss-animals
(Bryozoans, species Myriapora truncata) that he has

been banging on about! Maybe we can put it to rest
now (but we doubt it).

We set the sails and headed for Meganisi, an island
just South of the (now) island of Levkas. We pulled
into Port Atheni and dropped anchor for the night.
We sat back and watched a flotilla of 13 yachts come
in, full of English families in holiday mode, and tying up to the small
rickety catwalk-like pontoon of the
modern taverna. While enjoying our
sundowners (Chris and Rhonda were
floating in the water at that stage) we
were well entertained by the English
holiday makers. The flotilla leader
tied four paddle-boards nose to tail
and they all lined up and attempted
to run across them. The younger
ones mastered it immediately, while
the mums and dads caused much
laughter as they slipped and slided
half way across board number one
before landing in the water, some
more graciously than others.
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the restaurant, so no cooking tonight, what a shame
. The three of us had a very nice meal and drinks
for the grand total of €45.00, cannot complain about
that. And we got to wash all the bed linen and a load
of clothes.
More walking for Chris and Rhonda later to get that
step tally up, walking over the hill into town to get
some supplies. After all that walking it was time for
a well-deserved reward of yummy waffle, ice-cream,
yoghurt and very fresh fruit with our morning coffee,
eat your heart out skipper (left to hold the floating
fort).

Thursday 1 September
Rhonda is partaking in ‘Steptember’, a fundraiser
for cerebral palsy where she has to take 10,000 steps
per day. This is a good thing for Chris to get moving on a more regular basis. So Chris and Rhonda
were up early and rowed Cloe ashore to step it out
over the hills. Then back to Clio for a swim and
breakfast before raising the anchor and heading off
to Vathi where we needed to fill up with water. Our
options were to go to the quay in Vathi or to use the
pontoon (and water) of the local Karnagio restaurant, we opted for the last. We filled up Clio’s water
tanks for €3.00 got shore power for €5.00, and use
of the washing machine for another €5.00. Instead
of paying mooring fees we are supposed to eat in

Friday September 2
Another early morning walk for the girls this morning over the hills with lovely views and lots of olive
and gum trees along the way. After breakfast it was
time to move on again, this time direction Levkas
on the island of Levkada. Skipper needed to pick up
some stuff he ordered from the local chandlery there
and maybe stay the night. To get to Levkas from
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to keep Cleo in good nick. Vassilis from Nautilus was VERY helpful in getting all bits and pieces
together and even arranged for Francis to be driven
back to Clio. On his return we decided to move on
as there was traffic whizzing past and petrol fumes
wafting over us.

the South, you need to motor through a 5km long
and often quite narrow channel cutting across the
wetlands that separate Levkada from the mainland.
Levkada has a history dating back to the Corinthians,
seven centuries BC. They started to dig the channel
that now separates Levkada from the mainland. It
was involved in the Persian wars, the Peloponnesian,
was raided by pirates repeatedly. It was conquered by
the Romans, crusaders, came under the Franks rule
around the end of the 13th century AC. The Sicilians
were next, followed by the Ottoman Turks (1684)
and the Venetians until the end of the 18th century
when Napoleon had a go at Venice and the French
state inherited Lefkada. They were booted out by an
allied force of Turks, Russians and English when it
became part of the Ionian State, which failed in 1807
and Lefkada came under French rule again. The
English occupied the island in 1810 until 1864 after
which it became part of the newly created Greek
State. Freely interpreted from http://www.greeka.
com/ionian/lefkada/lefkada-history.htm. I hope you
got this as there will be an exam later on.
On our way there, we motored past the island of
Skorpios which once belonged to Aristotle Onassis
and into the Lefkas canal through marshy wetlands
to reach the town of Lefkas. On arrival at this very
busy port there was no room to tie up to the town
quay so we motored out and were able to tie up to
the roadside. Francis headed into town to collect our
delivery of oil and engine filters and other odds and
sods from the very well stocked Nautilus chandlery

To leave the canal we have to wait for the floating
bridge that connects Lefkada with the mainland to
open which according to the pilot happens every
hour on the hour. So at 2.50 we motored slowly into
the channel towards the bridge. Along with two
other yachts we then hovered back and forth across
the channel waiting for the siren to indicate that the
bridge would swing open. We waited and we waited.
After one hour, at last the siren sounded, the traffic
stopped and the bridge was moving. So apparently
today, at least, the opening was every hour except
3.00. Gotta love the Greek way!

During our wait while cruising very slowly up and
down the channel our Volvo Penta engine’s MDI
(Mechanical Diesel Interface) started to complain
that the alternator (generates electricity when the
engine is running) was not charging the batteries.
This is the second time (first time back in Varthi on
Ithaca) this happens, so it needs to be looked into….
later.
Back out of the marshes we were in the open sea and
making our way to Preveza, a town on the mainland,
hoping for a more pleasant mooring than along the
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of course, got chatting about his world travels and the
Greek crisis. He also told us about farmers markets
happening tomorrow morning, which are well worth
a visit.
We finished another great day with great home-made
Spanokopita. Chris is getting to the Master-Spanakopita-Chef level.

Saturday September 3

roadside.
One hour later we were making our way through the
first set of channel markers we have seen on our travels into the town quay of Preveza. It is very nice here,
although the night life is a little noisy. Chris and
Rhonda went for a stroll ashore to explore a little.
Back on Clio we were visited by a Greek man with
his mobile shop on his motor bike, selling eggs, honey and black olives. Unable to resist fresh produce at
a bargain price, Chris purchased olives and eggs, and

Rhonda and Chris set off on their morning trek again
making their way along the coastline and finding
nice beaches and leafy wooded walkways leading
them to a very old fortress which would have been
a great tourist attraction at some time in the past.
Wandering through the back streets and following
older people with their shopping trolleys, they found
the farmers markets and stocked up on grapes, apples, nectarines, onions, garlic, zucchinis and beans
for the princely sum of €5.00. ($7.50). Skipper is engaged in replacing fuel and oil filters and doing an oil
change on Clio’s diesel engine. The first tests to find
the battery charging problem come up negatively,
the alternator does deliver a nice 14.25 Volts and the
battery isolator is doing its job delivering this voltage
to the starter battery.
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Today Francis has to visit the marina on the other
side of the bay to collect another parcel we are expecting from our friend Harris from Athens. One of
the items he has been able to source is a push button
to replace the starter button for the engine which is
intermittently playing up. So as he goes across to
the marina on the free water taxi, Chris is set the
challenge of finding a minimum 5 litre bottle to take
the old oil. After not being able to purchase a 5 litre
bottle of water, she figured that one of the fast food
places must have empty oil bottles or some such
thing in their trash. At the first cafe she visited and

after some sign language attempting to explain what
was required one of the ladies disappeared out the
back of the shop and returned with an empty plastic
12 litre bleach container, perfect.

line that we have been hunting for a while now to
replace the very heavy line used as land lines, and an
updated version of the Pilot Guide. Next item to find
is a new WiFi pocket modem as a spare for our rapidly aging one. The Cosmote shop staff shrug their
shoulders, ‘sorry maybe next week’. We’ve been hearing that often and know that it is never ‘next week’.
After lunch Chris and Rhonda walked around the
point to the beach for a swim and soon struck up a
conversation with a couple of older Greek men with
limited English. He could see that we were interested
in the fishing technique of a few guys fishing from
the end of an old boat ramp and he kindly explained
to us what was happening. They secure a live female
fish to a line attached to a float and swim her out
about 100 metres and then two men work a couple
of lines while waiting for the male fish to chase the
female fish in close to them where they then throw a
cast net out and catch him. Well that was the theory but all the time we were, the male fish managed
to elude the net. Maybe the female was not quite
attractive enough? The men also told us that tonight
at 9.00 there will be Latin dancers at the other end of
the town quay, so we plan to take a stroll and watch.
We returned to Clio in time to watch the finish of a
10 kilometre run along the quay in front of us. The

Francis returned minus the parcel which is maybe at
the Cleopatra-controlled Marina on this side of the
bay, but with 60 metres of the nice yellow floating

kids came through first and then a couple of hours
later it was the adults turn, we stood and clapped and
cheered the 300 + runners on to the finish line.
It was then time to introduce Rhonda to the taste of
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Greek pita gyros for dinner. Very good filling meal
for the grand total of €9.60 ($12.90) for the three of
us, including a big bottle of water.
By then it was time to seek out the Latin dancers so
after leaving Francis back at Clio we first visited the
gelato shop and getting a Ferrerro Rocher for Chris
and a bounty ice-creams for Rhonda we joined the
Greek promenade along the quay. We reached the
end of the quay and no sign of Latin dancers sadly so
we turned back. Happily for us on the way back we
spotted dancers in Greek traditional dress dancing in

Sunday 4th September
Early start this morning as we head back out through
the channel to make our way to Andipaxos. With a
little wind we managed to motor sail to a bay on the
north east side of the island that was full of boats of
all shapes and sizes. We managed to squeeze into
a spot in Voutoumi Beach which was littered with
other boats (how dare they ) and drop anchor

a small restaurant so we ducked in to take photos and
Rhonda jumped onto the tail of the line and danced
for a bit and we got a photo of her with one of the
dancers. Another great day.
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long enough for a swim and some lunch. Voutoumi Beach apparently has the bluest water in Greece,
so we all enjoyed a great swim. Rhonda and Chris
enjoyed barbecued corn on the cob that Rhonda
bought from one of the many corn vendors on the
quay last night.

night. So we headed to a sheltered anchorage (called
Blue Lagoon or Paradise Beach in the tourist brochures) over on the mainland, behind the island of
Sivota. This is a very pretty spot with a small beach
which is crowded with day trippers and has a swimming area marked off with a string of plastic buoys,

After lunch we continued our way further north to
Lakka on the island of Paxos with Rhonda taking the
helm, under the guidance of skipper, for the last half

to keep boats out of the area. After we had dropped
anchor, Chris and Francis went for a snorkel through
the small caves in the rock wall.

hour and successfully steering us into the bay while
under sail. We anchored at the bay’s entrance at just
the right time, as the bay soon filled with yachts.

As we were settling for the night the wind had started
to pick up so skipper spent the night in the centre
cabin in case he needed to get out in a hurry, espe-

Monday 5th September
We’re still anchored in Lakka on Paxos and Francis
took Chris and Rhonda ashore this morning so they
could do their morning walk and explore this very
pretty harbour. They walked up the hill to get a very
nice view of the bay and then back into the village
to do some souvenir shopping. On their return, the
wind was picking up, so skipper wanted to get out of
here before the predicted strong southerly winds to-
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cially as the wind was coming from the North and
not from the predicted South, blowing us straight
onto the beach if the anchor would fail. At around
2.00 a.m the storm hit so there was no sleep happening while the lightening flashed and the thunder
crashed around us. By 5.00 a.m. Francis realised
we had a problem as we were dragging towards the
beach. Chris pointed out that we were tangled in the
plastic buoys that had wrapped around our anchor

chain and around Clio. So with Chris holding the
torch Francis managed to cut most of the tangled
ropes and free us. Chris was then bringing up the
anchor only to see that more buoys and rope were
twisted around the chain, as she was telling Francis the chain jumped off the toothed anchor roller
setting it free to potentially run out all 80m of chain.
Luckily Chris was able to hold it with the tangled
rope long enough for Francis to come forward and
put it back on the roller and cut more of the rope. As
the anchor came up we then discovered that it was
bringing up with it the concrete slab the size of an
umbrella stand (which it actually was) that had been
the anchor for the buoys. So Francis was again back
out front to cut that free, but we had drifted very
close to another yacht and another alarmed skipper
was rudely awakened by our yelling over the storm
noise and came out just in time to hold us off while
Francis quickly reversed us out of there before any
damage was done.
At last we were free of the tangled mess and the water
was littered with little yellow buoys. Skipper then decided it best to wait another 30 minutes for daybreak
so we could re-anchor when we could see where we
were going. So we just coasted a safe distance away

from any land and shallows and Chris went below for
a nice hot cup of tea. Meanwhile Rhonda had opted
to stay in her cabin hiding under the covers waiting
for it all to blow over. Smart move!
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Tuesday 6th September

Rhonda and Chris then walked out to the ferry harbour where a big group of motor bike cruisers had
come in on their very large elaborate Honda bikes to
get some photos of the impressive machines. It was
then time to enjoy a coffee and we treated ourselves
to a very delicious lunch in the nearby Italian restaurant. Chris and Rhonda then wandered around the
village checking out the shops and doing some more
souvenir shopping. We also managed to have a swim
at the beach around the corner before the weather
got bad again, while Francis had some well-earned
sleep.

At sunrise we moved further in past the island into
the bay of Mourtos/Sivota to spend the rest of the
day sleeping, reading and playing cards inside while
the rain poured outside.

Wednesday 7th September
Finally the sky is clearing and we can see the sun
again. Francis took Chris and Rhonda ashore in
Cloe to stretch the legs. Once we got into the town

Back on Clio Rhonda prepared chick pea soup for
our dinner and we were entertained by the waiter
named Andreas in the bamboo cafe in front of Clio.
He almost runs back and forth with his tray offering
all the customers free shots and announcing to all
and sundry what type of drink he is serving while
encouraging passers-by to come in and have a drink.
Fun to watch.
Thursday 8th September
More wet and windy weather today so we have opted

quay and saw that there were many vacant spots we
decided that we should bring Clio in and tie up so
that skipper could have a good night’s sleep after two
sleepless nights. Leaving Rhonda ashore to explore a
bit Chris and Francis went back out and brought Clio
in.
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to stay put and hope to be able to go to Korfu tomorrow. Another lovely walk exploring the other side of
the bay for Chris and Rhonda this morning and a little more shopping, before spending
the rest of the day doing odd jobs
and falling asleep at inappropriate
times. Lovely!
Friday 9th September
We woke up nicely moored at the
village quay of Vola/Sivota to the
quiet of a no-rain day after days
of rain pelting on Clio’s decks. As
we now have enjoyed Sivota for a
couple of days, it is time to move
on and so we motored across to
Korfu in the hope of finding a good
anchorage.
Skipper has not been too happy
with Korfu as the charts don’t show
much sheltered anchorage options,
or even quay space. The reports on the internet
are mostly five or more years old, so pretty useless.
There is a municipal quay but our trusted pilot has

not many good words to say about it. The only two
alternatives are the Gouvia marina, which turns out
to be more than €75 per night excluding electricity,
and Mandraki, the little yacht harbor
of the Corfu Yacht Club glued to the
North side of the fort. We have to stay
for 4 nights to drop off Crew 3, Rhonda, Chris’ sister, and to pick up Crew
4, Nemyra and Lansing, so Gouvia
marina is not a very attractive option.
Unfortunately Mandraki is completely
full, probably because there is an ‘old
boats’ convention being held in Korfu.
As is often the case, the problem more
or less disappears when we get close
to Korfu and we pull into Garitsa Bay.
it is a very nice bay on the south side
of the old fort, albeit very exposed
to the East from where a swell rolls
in even in light East-winds. It is not
ideal as we have to get a fair bit of
luggage from and to the airport, but it will have to do
for now.
After anchoring in 7m of water and good holding,
Clio is turned into a Chinese laundry after hanging
Rhonda’s washing in her rigging. With the household chores out of the way, Francis took Chris and
Rhonda ashore to explore the tourist Mecca of Korfu.
They wandered along the coastline up past the old
fort.
Korfu (or Corfu or Kerkyra as the Greeks call it) is
the second-largest island in the Ionian (after Kefallonia). As Korfu Island oversees the Northern entrance
to the Ionian Sea, it has been a very strategic location
for those who wished to control the movement of
ships in the region and its lowlands make it a very
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complicated mixture of French and Naples royalty.
More importantly: Korfu was used by the European states as a defense against the Ottoman Turks
and ruled by Venice, the main trading city-state in
the Eastern meds at that time and kept in Venetian
hands for 300 years from 1401 until the end of the
18th century and was never occupied by the Ottoman
Turks. It was not for not trying, they unsuccessfully
laid siege 4 times to the castle of Korfu after completely pillaging the unprotected part of the island.
The French took it in 1797 and it was handed over
to the French, who were kicked out two years later
by a Russian/Ottoman force, and handed back to
the French in 1807 and besieged two years later by
the Brits. In 1864 it became part of newly formed
(1830) Greece. Pffff, what a mess, but it does explain
the strange mix of Venetian architecture all over the
island and the unmistakably British influence and
amount of tourism on the island.

productive agricultural area too. Quite a price!
Korfu’s written history begins around 1300 BC and
even centuries BC changed hands on a regular basis,
interleaved with periods of independence and failed
sieges. Around 220 BC it fell into Roman hands,
who ruled it as part of the Eastern Roman empire
(Byzantine Empire) after 395 AD.
In medieval times, around the turn of 11th century,
the Sicilian Normans (yes, indeed) ruled Korfu for
a couple of hundreds of years first century AD) and
had the honour to be ‘liberated’ from privateers by
the Venetians who lost it to Greek despots who handed it over as a dowry to a Sicilian king (Manfred) in
1259, and was passed on to the house of Anjou, a

Back to the fort that now should have more meaning
as it played such an important role in Korfu’s history,
especially at avoiding Ottoman rule. And the Venetian St Mark’s symbol (winged lion holding a Bible)
on the old city walls makes more sense after reading
its history.
Chris and Rhonda’s reconnaissance walk also lead
them through the beautiful green shaded Durrell
memorial garden. This garden is a tribute to the
Durrell brothers: naturalist Gerard, author of ‘My
Family And Other Animals’ and many others, and
his brother Larry, a writer of repute in his own right.
Then on into the maze of shops in Korfu old town.
The old town of Korfu is geared towards tourism
with its endless amounts of souvenir shops and
restaurants and terraces. But in a strange way it
creates a nice atmosphere in an environment of the
many very old buildings, some with remembrance
plaques of more or less famous people who once
lived there. The old town has also many open space:
parks and many squares of different sizes. A really
nice and relaxed place to stroll.
After a first round of scouting, Chris and Rhonda are
ferried back to Clio and we spent the night rolling
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around a bit on the swell pushed into the
bay by very light East winds.

Saturday 10th September
To get away from the swell, skipper decides to take
Clio on a reconnaissance trip of her own to see if
there is a more protected mooring/anchorage somewhere else. So we moved around to the north side of
the fort and found a berth in an Eastern extension of
the old port. A smelly but well-protected place. After getting Clio secured we noticed a couple of signs
saying “No berthing or mooring allowed”. As there
were several yachts tied up we figured we would
do like the Greeks do and ignore rules, especially
the ones written in red bold CAPITAL letters. On
checking with one of our neighbours, he told us that
the port police may come around at about 9.00 p.m.
to evict us, so just make sure you are not on board.
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We can do that.
Today Rhonda and Chris head off to the golf course
on the other side of the island, so that Rhonda can
fulfil her wish to play golf in Greece.

It was due to winning a golfing tournament back
home and being awarded a travel voucher that Rhonda was able to join us on Clio. With a great deal of
coaching, Chris managed to occasionally hit the ball
along the fairways and even putt them into the little
holes. It was great fun and we managed to only lose
4 balls into the rough and water traps.
In the meantime, skipper was still trying to figure
out why the engine computer complained about
the starter battery not being charged. There were a
couple of things that could be causing the problem.

One of the candidate-causes were the brushes (little
carbon rods) in the alternator. But to inspect them,
the alternator must be pretty much taken off the
engine and as always, there was a very recalcitrant
nut that needed to be convinced to relax and let go.
Unfortunately, none of the tools on board was able
to persuade the nutter and it was getting close to two
on a Saturday, closing time for the weekend. So at
forced-march speed to the local hardware shop to get
the tools, one of which was a long handle to create
enough torque to get the bl… thing to yield. Just in
time, the shopkeeper had just locked his store but
recognized the potential profit jumping up and down
before his store door and sold him the required tools.
The tools did get the job done, unfortunately the
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brushes were in excellent shape,
so they were not the problem.
The search continues. Two
more things on skipper’s agenda
for that day: getting spare keys
made (we left a full set behind in
Marmaris) and to go and have
a look at the Mandraki marina.
After getting lost a lot in the
maze of streets in the old town,
the keys procreated. Off to the
Mandraki yacht harbor. You
have to go through the fort to
get to the entrance of the harbor
and when entering it you can
easily mistake the place for an
old and long established yacht
club in the English countryside,
mainly frequented by members
of the privileged classes. It was
hard to suppress a chuckle. The harbor master was
absent, but his business card allowed contact at a
later, and more appropriate (it WAS before 5 in the
afternoon) time. After 5 pm skipper was able to get a
spot for Monday, when some of the old boats would
have left.

sleep through the night without
being evicted, be it at an unpleasantly smelly but very cheap
berth.

Sunday 11th September
Rhonda set off this morning to
do her 10,000 steps for Steptember, while Chris and Francis
headed to the airport to pick up
Nemyra and Lansing, our new
crew for the next 11 days.
After they settled into their cabin
we ran through our standard
tour around Clio by hostess
Chris, followed by the safety
briefing. Rhonda returned after several hours of
walking. She managed double her quota of steps

Chris and Rhonda getting back to Clio after 6.00 p.m.

today after taking a wrong turn and walking the very
long way around to get back to us. She did see some
very nice places outside the town. Time to break the
bubbles out for the welcome drink at last!

It was time to head back into Old town in search of a
pizza restaurant for dinner we made sure we did not
return to Clio until well after 9.00, and managed to

We must go out for dinner again tonight so the port
police don’t find us at home. We wandered back
through the garden to show Lansing and Nemyra the
sights and sat on a great terrace by the big park in
the old town for a drink, and watched with interest
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the old and smelly harbor without a police ‘move on’
summons. Off to Mandraki yacht harbor!

Monday 12th September
We woke up today still in the smelly old port in Korfu city, the first night with our new crew Nemyra and
Lansing. Yesterday we spotted double-decker busses
touring the city and thought that may be a nice way
to have a look around. We had abandoned the idea
to hire a car to drive around the island as there are
not that many sights to be seen as far as we could
make out.
The tour showed some of Korfu old town but most
time was spent going a bit south of the city where the
landing strip of Korfu airport meets the sea. The area
is referred to as Kanoni as the French had a battery
of canons up the hill to defend Korfu. There is now

as preparations were under way for a cricket match.
The English have had a heavy influence here. Corfu
like many places here has a fascinating history (see
previous blog).

We found a small Greek restaurant away from the
front and enjoyed traditional dishes at a very reasonable price. We got through another night staying in
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only one canon left, the rest probably melted and
put to good use. We enjoyed a coffee at Kanoni and
watching planes land and take off from the airport
right in front of us.

The female section of our company walked down
the steep stairs to have a look at Pontikonisi (pontiki
= mouse nisi = island, little green island on photo
above) from afar and the little Byzantine chapel of
Christ Pantokrator (Pantos = all, kreator = might, so
AllMighty). Greek legend demands that Odysseus’
boat was turned into this island by Poseidon. The
male section stayed on the mountain high above the
crowds having another coffee and talked about air-
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planes (Lansing used to be a pilot in the US airforce).
After the gender split had been repaired and the
groups had merged back into a Clio crew, we returned to Clio and moved out of the little stinky

harbour and into Mandraki yacht harbour, right
under the old fort. The yacht club is really nice and
comfortable and smells much better for the bargain
price of €45/night.
So the girls are going for a long, luxurious hot shower
ashore, and set off to explore the old fort which also
houses the music department of University of Korfu
and a cacophony of various musical forms drift out
of the building where many students practice and
receive tuition. It is mandatory for all children to
learn music on Korfu and these studies are sponsored
by older members of the (200 or so) philharmonic
orchestras, music is a very significant part of the Corfiot culture.
After having a look inside the fort, of course, it was
essential to do some more shopping. Then back to
the yacht club for a sundowner drink at the club,
overlooking the old yacht harbor, sitting at a nicely setup table, and having a lovely dinner. What a
luxury!
crew with us.
Tuesday 13th September
Sad day for Chris as Rhonda’s trip has come to an
end but not without the obligatory photo for the
Clio-Crew Wall of Fame. It is time to take her to the
airport and say our heavy-hearted goodbyes. It has
been a great three weeks and we loved having you

Back on Clio again with our new crew Nemyra and
Lansing it was time for some last minute shopping,
Cosmote shop for the Lansing’s SIM card (still no
spare WiFi modem for Clio), and the fruit shop for
the girls, with a slight detour to the gelato shop to
sample the unique kumquat ice-cream of Corfu.
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able to free our anchor from the chain, but not a very
nice start of the day. It still is a mystery what that
chain was doing there. Anyway, after this morning’s
exercise we motored back to Blue Lagoon beach
for more snorkeling and swimming. Francis took
80 macro photos in the hope to get a more detailed
image of his polyps, but they all failed, as it turned
out. We decided to stay the night and moved Clio
onto the town quay in Mourtos/Vela, again right in
front of the bamboo cafe. We were soon ashore and
enjoying coffee and free Kahlua from the lovely and
fun Andreas, the fastest waiter in Greece. Then off to
find gyros for lunch.
After lunch, time for the girls to do the shopping
and the boys to have their mandatory afternoon nap.
After Chris and Nemyra unloaded and stowed the
supplies it was time for a nice cool swim at the beach.
Hmmmm, Spanokopita for dinner tonight and then
a good night’s sleep.

Thursday 15th September

We then said farewell to Korfu and made our way
back to Sivota stopping in Blue Lagoon or Paradise
Beach. We adorned our inflatable Cloe with the 6
HP power source and went for a ride along the shore
inspecting the caves. Nemyra, Lansing and Chris
went for a swim to have a look at the amazing critters
that populate the cave walls, like the many species of
coloured sponges and various red and green macro
algae (seaweeds). As the swell began to pick up we
moved around to the other side of the island to anchor for the night.

After a leisurely start today, on our way to Lakka on
the island of Paxos, under sail in a very gentle breeze.
After a swim in the beautiful clear water it was time
for sundowners, followed by a delicious chicken
cacciatore made by Nemyra, thank you. Francis and
Lansing stayed up talking well into the night and
around midnight skipper asked the Austrians on a

Wednesday 14th September
This morning Chris tried to winch up the anchor, but
it seem to be stuck. After some forward and backward maneuvering in the hope to free it, it came up
bit by bit and proved to be stuck under a fairly heavy
chain. After some help from our big hook we were
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very nearby yacht, to re-anchor a safer distance away.
They kindly obliged, but got very close to a French
boat, but nobody complained so that was that. It is
still a popular anchorage this late in the season, but
not as crowded as a couple of weeks ago.
Friday 16th September
We spent some time ashore enjoying a coffee while
Nemyra explored the village. We still need band aids
and bananas. After the successful shopping trip we
got back to Clio to move a bit further south on Paxos
to the village of Gaios. As the channel that leads to
the quay has many shallows and the water looked
quite unattractive, we anchored off the tiny island of

Panayia. Lansing and Nemyra enjoyed more snorkeling and later in the afternoon we watched a wedding
party and their guests being delivered to the island
on small Greek wooden boats. Francis joined in
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the cheering of the bride’s arrival by tooting our fog
horn. A beautiful spot for a wedding.

Saturday 17th September
After a good night’s sleep we took Cloe into the town
quay for Lansing and Nemyra to wander around and
Chris and Francis got some supplies. Francis was also
trying to find an affordable (cheap) underwater torch
to assist in making macro photos underwater. Gaios
is another pretty place and seems to be very much
geared to the yachts that spend a night there. Chris
spotted another wedding party being ferried to the
larger island of Nikolaus, popular spot for nuptials,
obviously.
Our crew Lansing and Nemyra were getting used
to the life at sea and relaxed into reading books and
having naps while underway. As we are expecting
the wind to strengthen from the south this evening,
we made our way down to Andipaxos to Voutoumi
Beach, which claim the most beautiful blue water in
all of Greece, according to the Ionian Greeks. It is a
huge tourist attraction and the day tripper boats were
rolling in one after another, dumping or picking up
people and racing off again.
Even though it was a bit choppy we were able to
anchor in a good spot and dove in. After a lengthy
snorkel in water with more than 25m visibility it was
time to head to the mainland to find a safe anchorage

for the night. We were able to set the sails and cruise
along with a 10 knot breeze for a couple of hours,
which made a nice change.
We reached the mainland at Parga and after going
to check out the local little port, resort beaches and
taking photos of this quite fancy resort area. As we
could not find any good anchorages, we decided to
move further south and spend the night in a less
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exposed cove in Ioannou Bay.
When we arrived the bay was completely empty and
we had our choice of anchorage sites, perfect. It is
beautiful here, and so quiet. Lots of snorkeling done
here, while the water is not as clear as on Antipaxos,
the rocky shoreline reveals an underwater wonderland, full of beautiful colours and all sorts of critters.
Chris found a small starfish and brought it back
to Clio to show Nemyra and Lansing. After some
hesitation about the murky water they decided to
join Chris and Francis to also inspect the underwater
delights.
Sunday 18th September
This is such a great spot, we will stay another night.
We expect the wind to pick up tomorrow so plan to
head to Preveza tomorrow morning. The rain began
overnight and into this morning, clearing by lunchtime. Once the sun came back out Chris and Francis
were back in the water looking for the sea urchin
crabs hiding in the rocks. By afternoon the weather
has deteriorated again and two other yachts moved
in to the little bay.
During the night a couple of storm fronts moved
across and there was no sleep for Chris and skipper
from 2.00 a.m. until daybreak as the thunder cracked
and lightening lit up the sky accompanied by very
heavy showers. We had wind gusts up to 35 knots
but thankfully they did not last long and we were

very securely pinned down with our trusty anchor.
The only casualty was Lansing’s swim shirt which was
hanging out on a rail, we figure there is a very trendy
fish swimming around sporting a new swim shirt or
highly priced real estate for small critters.
Monday 19th September
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to have tied up when we did. Thanks skipper (don’t
mention it).
Lansing and Nemyra headed off to explore Preveza while Chris and Francis caught up on some well
needed sleep.
This evening we managed to walk to the end of the
quay for a very cheap but yummy meal of gyros for

The next morning the sky cleared but the water was a
very murky yellow/green due to the soil runoff from
the mountains surrounding the cove. We are expecting more rain over the next couple of days, so it was
time to get back to a secure mooring in Preveza.
That would give Lansing and Nemyra a couple of
days to have a look around Preveza and prepare for
their travel to Athens and on to their next adventure.
After an hour of motoring the wind had picked up
and started to whip up some white-capped waves. As
we neared the fairly narrow channel, we were bumping around in 1-2 meter swell and 25 knot gusts.
Once we entered the channel we rode the waves in
and skipper was happy to get out of that washing
machine and to tie up to the Preveza municipal quay
after a couple of tries with a stiff side wind. After
getting settled and hanging out our wet towels again,
we crossed the footpath to the coffee shop for lunch
just before the heavens opened and the rain bucketed
down for the next hour or so. We were all very happy
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dinner and get back to Clio in time to retrieve our
still damp towels before another storm front rolled
in and dumped more rain. Safely tied to the quay,
sleeping was not a problem tonight.

Tuesday 20th September
We woke to a glorious sunny day today, at last the
well rain rinsed towels get a chance to dry. A great
day for Lansing and Nemyra to wander around town
and do some shopping while Chris and Francis catch
up on blogging, administrative tasks and picking up
switches and water pistols sent by our friend Haris
from Alimou in Athens to the Nomicos base in
Preveza. That afternoon Chris and Nemyra strolled
around to the beach for a swim and that night we enjoyed Chris’s yummy potato bake for dinner followed
by locally home-made gelato. A very nice end to the
day.
Wednesday 22nd September

Still in Prevezza until Lansing and Nemyra leave
tomorrow. A lazy day finished off with a nice farewell dinner in a very Greek seafood restaurant where
we shared a selection of fishy dishes (and of course
followed by a tasty gelato), thanks very much for that
lovely dinner, Crew.
Thursday 22rd September
Today our crew is going to leave us to continue their

exploration of beautiful Greece overland. Their
suitcases are packed and a willing taxi driver is summoned for transport to the bus station, a couple of
kilometres from the quay. Francis is accompanying
them to the station to make sure the reservations are
ok and to have a last cup of latte with them. All was
fine and Nemyra and Lansing soon settled in a prime
spot in front of a very luxurious bus (with air-conditioning). Have a great time in Greece and thanks
Nemyra and Lansing for being great crew!
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Thursday 23 September to Sunday 25 September
After saying goodbye to Nemyra and Lansing, we
have a couple of days to hang about in Preveza and
get Clio ready for our next crew. We also had a
meeting with Stephan (who comes with great praises
from fellow yachties) to talk about some work for

Clio’s winterisation. As both cabins will be used by
our next crew, we can’t postpone getting the removable wall between the two cabins a bit better soundproofed We also want to replace the starter button
as it sometimes seems to take to long to make the
connection.

Sunday 25 September
Due to some logistical complications, Laurel, Neil
and Margaret joined us a day early. They were
wizzed in by taxi and speedily transferred to Clio’s
innards. This worked out well as Chris took them
through their orientation to Clio. With the all-important welcome drink and nibbles on the table we
had a great first sundowner session. They seem to
adjust very quickly to their new environment, a great
new crew! As nobody wanted to cook, we went off to
a local restaurant on the quay for a very filling (and
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cheap) gyros meal.

Monday 26 September
After getting stocked up on supplies, Francis took
the new crew through the safety briefing and we then
headed into the Ambracian Gulf, an inland sea east
of Preveza. We had a lunch break anchored at the
tiny island of Kefalos where Chris and Neil braved
the pea-soup color of the water and went for a swim
followed by lunch. We all got some relaxation until it
was time to move to the little town of Vonitsa for our
crew’s first night on anchor, well protected behind a
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little island (Koukoumitsa?) which is connected to
the mainland by a causeway.

Tuesday 27 September
This morning the early bird caught a beautiful dawn
while the rest of the Clio population was still on one
ear. Sometime later life returned to Clio’s decks after
a range of hot drinks were distributed to the various
crew members. Breakfast on deck with a lovely view
of the causeway with what looks much like a Japanese
bridge, and Vonitsa town with its Venetian castle and
defensive walls on the hill. To allow all some shore
leave, we moved Clio around to the bay beneath the
Venetian fort and Francis deposited Chris and the
crew ashore to explore. There was a fair bit of wind
so the ride caused one or two damp back sides. Chris
and Neil wandered the back streets and at last found
the steep track leading up to the fort which was constructed in the 10th century by the Venetians.

Because of Vonitsa’s commanding view over the gulf
and over a small natural harbor, the hill of Vonitsa
was fortified by the Byzantines and after them by the
Venetians and the Ottomans.

We could find the following timeline of Vonitsa’s
history:
10th century: first documents confirming the existence of a Byzantine city on the hill
11th century (1070): The Venetians were granted
with commercial privileges and the permit to build a
castle there
1204: After the fall of Constantinople, Vonitsa becomes part of the Byzantine Despotate of Epirus
1294: Vonitsa is given to the principality of Taranto
as dowry
1362: It passed in the dominion of the Tocco family
of Kefalonia
1448: The Venetians come back
1479: The Ottomans conquer Vonitsa
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1684: The Venetians under Morozini make a new
come back.
1714: The Ottomans recapture Vonitsa

1717: The Venetians take back the city and the castle.
They remain there until the end of their Republic in
1697.
1697: The French occupy briefly the area before being
driven off by Ali pasha in 1698.
1821: The Greek war of independence. The castle
was captured for a while by the Greek rebels but the
Turks returned and stayed until 1828.

The trip to Lefkada town was quite quick and we only
had to wait for 1.5 hour before the floating bridge
opened to let us through. This time we found a good
spot at Lefkas’ quay. As our wine stocks did not
match the predicted consumption, we stocked up on
this very important supply. Francis decided to bite
the bullet and buy a new pair of Nikon binoculars
for a very reasonable price. The old ones were at the
end of their life and it was hard to see much through
them. Well, we’re now set to leave the high-population areas and explore the South-Ionian islands.

Wednesday 28 September

1832: The city 0fficially joined Greece.
The hill chosen for the construction of the fortress
had a cliff on its western side, but on the eastern one
it gently slopes towards the sea. For this reason this
side was protected by three rings of walls.
The entrance to the fortress is hidden behind a tower
and this is typical of medieval warfare, when attacks
were conducted by using battering-rams: a lateral
gate increased the exposure of the assailants. The inner circle of walls was strengthened by round towers.
There is little space between the outer and the inner
walls and the latter are on higher ground; in this way
assailants who had succeeded in breaching the former were impeded in continuing their attack.
The last defense was entrusted with a stronghold
where the residence of the commander and other key
buildings were located. Source http://www.kastra.eu/
castleen.php?kastro=vonitsa

We’re moored to the quay in Levkas town and the
wind is building a bit. Chris went out that morning
and took some very good scenic photos. As we want
to get out of the ‘big town’ environment of Preveza
and Levkada port, we need to get going before the
wind will be a menace getting through the 4 km long
channel through the wetlands that separate Lefkas
from the mainland. Our neighbour’s yacht’s anchor
is not holding very well and is pushed by the wind
into our starboard side. Skipper tries unsuccessfully to raise someone on board, so he decides to tie
the pushy boat to its starboard neighbor (from the
same charter company) allowing us to leave without
having to wait until somebody may turn up (eventually?). We managed to get clear and head down
the canal to our next destination for the night, Nidri.
The township is a bit further south on Lefkas Island
eastern shores and was the scene of a very nasty

While Chris and Neil enjoyed wandering through the
well-fortified structure, Laurel and Margaret checked
out the village and found a good coffee shop.
Back to Clio and we made our way back past Preveza and through the channel on our way to Lefkas
on Lefkadas. Skipper is always happy to be out of
the narrow channel with shallows on both sides.
It doesn’t allow for much leeway or wandering
thoughts.
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storm in 2011 which caused a lot of
damage to moored and anchored
boats.

Thursday 29 September
Next day we decided to go to Meganisi for the night but stop off in
a bay on Scorpios private island,
formerly owned by Onasis who
married Jacky Kennedy there in ’68
(yes, even our blog is celebrity-aware
these days). Scorpios is currently
owned by the 20-something years
old daughter of a Russian billionaire
businessman. The 2011 census noted 5 inhabitants. The water was very
inviting and everyone had a little
swim before lunch.

We hope history will not repeat itself
tonight, it is detrimental to the skipper’s so badly needed beauty sleep.
Before we find a berth for the night,
we are having lunch in a little bay
on Sparti Island, just out of Nidri. The water is very clear and we
had a great swim there, followed by
some communal sun bathing on the
foredeck. The snorkeling session
delivered a fairly big spiny starfish
(Marthasterias glacialis) to show the
new crew members the treasures of
the underwater realm.
As we reversed into our mooring in Nidri, Chris was
attempting to pull up the lazy line to tie to Clio’s bow
(and function as an anchor), but after much tugging
and yelling we realised that the line has got on the
wrong side of our keel. So we let it go, move out of

After lunch it is time to continue
our journey to the island of Meganisi, where we tied to the pontoon at
Karnagio restaurant (Georgio’s taverna). Much to
Chris’s horror the mooring line again got caught on
our keel. We have never had this problem before,
and a neighbour from two boats away jumped across
and kindly helped to get the line free from between
the fenders and after releasing it Chris was able to get
it up and tie it to the bow cleat. The neighbour very
thoughtfully came back later as Chris was enjoying
a well-earned glass of wine and assured her that the
guy from the pontoon had done the wrong thing
with the lazy line and it was not her fault.
As we’re using their pontoon, we’re supposed to use
their restaurant, so tonight we eat in the taverna as
our fee.

the berth and tried again. This time it came up on
the right side of our keel and we got Clio securely
moored. Time for our new crew to venture out and
find a nice restaurant to enjoy their evening meal.
Nidrisi turns out to be a nice, be it touristy, town
with many good restaurants on the quay, and our
crew has no problems having a very entertaining
night there.
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Friday 30th September
We have decided to take advantage of this lovely
spot and stay another night. The facilities here are
great. We have a washing machine at our disposal
and get our laundry washed. Also they have lovely
hot showers which the ladies indulge in, and a nice
little village down the road, just 10 minutes walk
away. Laurel, Neil and Margaret spent a couple of
hours wandering through the very pretty port village
of Vathi.
We had a late lunch of fried rice and then back to the
taverna to share a selection of small dishes for dinner.
A very relaxing day!
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Saturday 1 October
A leisurely morning at the Karnagio pontoon. Laurel
and Margaret taking advantage of the hot showers
ashore. We headed out again today to the small
island of Atokos (with the beautiful ‘geological’ wall,
remember?). Once we got out of the bay we set the
headsail and bobbed along in 6-7 knots winds until
the wind dropped off. We then motored to OneHouse Bay on Atokos and anchored in. Getting close
to Atokos with its high mountains, the katabatic
winds piped up again and caused the temperature
to drop considerably. It is getting chilly now so
the crew spent the rest of the day rugged up in the
cockpit reading and practicing their new found skill
of posting photos and messages on Facebook, after
some tutoring by Chris.
After some sundowning, Laurel then prepared a delicious Italian pasta dish for dinner, what a life!
Sunday 2 October
We’re anchored in ‘One-House Bay’ in Atokos (with
the beautiful rock face) and greeted by another stunning sun rise. The katabatic winds from the mountains around the bay had had their fun for a couple
of hours last night, with the help of its friend the
swell. Our crew obviously is by now well adjusted
to Clio’s motions as everyone seemed to have had a
good night’s sleep. After the usual day-starters of hot

lemon drinks, tea, coffee and breakfast, and enjoying some sun, we are off to Ithaca today, back to the
lovely bay of Filiatro Bay, only 7 NM to the SW. We
had a bit of wind and got a bit of a sail in before the

midday lull sent us back to the iron horse. Arriving
in Filiatro Bay Laurel and Neil enjoyed the crystal
clear water, with Laurel taking a 60 m floating line
which enabled her to go all the way to the beach and
then explore the pebbly shore. Neil did some exploring of the fantastic layered rock-faces on his own and
started to look like a happy beach comber. But there
was more wind predicted that night, so after a lovely
lunch and swim we moved around the corner into
the port of Vathi and anchored for the night.
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Monday 3 October
After a very quiet night with good sleeps, we decided to move Clio on to the quay to allow the crew to
explore the throbbing metropolis of Vathi. We used
the opportunity to replenish some of our larder and
also more wine. The crew liked Vathi and opted to
stay one more night.
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Tuesday 4 October
We moved on to Fiskardo, on Kephalonia, today
catching a little wind for a short sail. When rounding the Northern-most part of Ithaca, a 20 kts WNW
wind hit us straight on the nose and gave our crew a
bit of a rocky ride experience. They took that in their
stride, happily reading a book or playing with their
tablet or electronic books or enjoying the very interesting landscapes that the Ithaca Strait has to offer.
We still remembered the mad clambering for a spot
the last time we arrived in Fiskardo, so we made
sure we arrived around noon to secure a place at the
pontoon. It’s Margret’s birthday tomorrow and we
need to be in a nice place with good restaurants to
celebrate. Fiskardo definitely fits that bill.
After we tied to the pontoon, Chris went off to check
out the ruins on the headland and reported back to
the crew that it is a nice easy walk and well worth it.
So they headed off while Chris took advantage of the
sunny afternoon to take a swim, possibly nearly the
last for the season as the weather and water is starting to get a bit cooler.
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Wednesday 5 October
Today is Margaret’s birthday and Clio wanted to join
in by producing a celebratory banner. We indulged
in a not-so-dietitian-recommended breakfast ashore
to begin the day’s celebrations. Neil, Laurel and Margaret hired a car to explore the biggest island of the
Ionian and in the meantime Chris and Francis caught
up on blogging and chores on Clio. When they returned, we all enjoyed a very nice dinner-with-champagne ashore to top off the birthday celebrations.
Thursday 6 October

Time to start making our way back to Preveza as our
crew will leave us on Monday. So we managed to
sail our way to the very pretty bay of Sivota on the
southern end of Lefkas Island. Its port is well hidden
behind a dog-leg entrance and looked like a very safe
harbor. The villas glued to the hill at the entrance
looked very luxurious and the first impression of the
town was the same. Not a backpacker’s destination
by the looks of it. We are expecting some wind to
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Friday 7th October

come through tomorrow so we decide to stay here
for two nights. Our Crew took the opportunity to
sniff up a bit more of the ‘couleur locale’, followed by
drinks and lunch at a local restaurant.

After a very lazy morning we all headed out for lunch
before the weather turned in the afternoon. By 4.00
pm the sky had blackened and rain started to bucket
down. Then the 40+ knots wind on our port side
arrived from exactly the opposite side than expected
(an Ionian speciality it seems) and it was action stations! Clio was pushed to her starboard side with her
stern corner against the quay, not helped by the fact
that our neighbour’s boat was also pushing against
her. So skipper was standing on Clio’s stern armed
with our largest fender and the motor running to
hold Clio off the quay along with our neighbours all
doing the same. Chris got to run out on deck to fetch
said fender and to remove the anchor-lock, so we
could haul in some chain if needed (with the chance
of dislodging the anchor). This exercise justified
the need for new wet-weather gear as the old jacket
completely failed to keep her dry and she was soaked
through.
Meantime another yacht had decided it is best to get
off the quay and after moving out in front of us was
then unable to bring up their anchor without possibly dislodging the rest of our anchors. Luckily he got
himself far enough away from us and was able to sit
out the storm without causing any harm.
The strong winds only lasted for about 25 minutes,
but everybody was pretty happy when they decreased
to a mere 20 kts. Another story for the grandkids
around the campfire.
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aged to make temporary bedding from the cockpit
cushions. After feeling assured that the storm was
not coming back, we got a good night’s sleep in our
cubby house made of cushions.

Saturday 8th October
A beautiful sunny day with clear skies, this morning.
We headed out of the bay to make our way to Lefkas,
as soon as we had put on the headsail the wind
dropped, of course. So back on motor we went. As
we headed towards the channel that leads to Lefkas
port, we motored directly into 20+knot winds on
the nose, slowing us down to about 5 kts. Finally
we made it through the narrow canal to Lefkas and
pulled into the marina for the night, after October 1
it is ½ price and we could do with a hot shower.
The crew headed out to the marina restaurant for
dinner and Chris, who had succumbed to a dose of

Our crew did a great job of staying below out of
harm’s way, keeping calm and dry. Unfortunately
things had happened so quickly it was not until some
time after the storm had hit that Chris became aware
that our own cabin top hatch had not been secured
and had blown open in the wind. Consequence: one
very wet bed and doonah.
After a salad dinner and hot cups of tea, we man-
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2.00p.m. and right on the hour the siren blasted and
we were through after only waiting for 10 minutes.
Prevezza quay beckoned 45 minutes later and we tied
up in a perfect (in the absence of wind) stern-to manoeuvre. We were sufficiently far away from the sewerage outfall we experienced before we left, but close
enough to the café that has the best Wi-Fi in Greece,
allowing us to do some updates and downloads. It
was not only the final destination of our Crew, but
also for us for this year. The crew again went ashore
to enjoy their last dinner of the trip. That afternoon
we had the now famous Clio photo session with our
Crew 5.

Monday 10th October

flu, possibly aided by the soaking experience the day
before, headed for bed.

Sunday 9th October
After enjoying the luxury of onshore hot showers and
the crew wandering about for a final look, we lined
up again in the canal waiting for the floating bridge
to open and let us pass. This time we chose to try for

Rainy day today as our crew pack their bags. Francis
went off trying to find a taxi who would dare to defy
the rules and drive to Clio to collect our crew on the
quay. The quay is a traffic free zone and €250 fines
apply, so you can understand the reluctance of taxi
drivers to run the risk. Luckily he found a sympathetic driver who was willing to take a chance and
our crew was transferred safely and almost dry from
Clio to a very new and snazzy Merc taxi. We figured
that the taxi driver was pretty safe as the port police
were not likely to appear in such wet weather.
So we say farewell to our last Crew of the season, we
very much enjoyed having you on board and thanks
for sharing our journey. Enjoy the rest of your trav-
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els in Greece, Italy and Croatia.
Tuesday 11 October to 17 October
After our last Crew have left us to explore more
of the wonders of Europe, it is time for us to start
focussing on getting Clio and inflatable Cloe ready
for their well-earned winter beauty sleep. We have
already organised a place for her to stay, the Aktio

marina on Preveza. It is one of the three big marinas/
boatyards on the other side of the mouth of the Ambracian Gulf. Aktio marina was recommended to us
because it does not interfere with us doing work on
our boat and it does not insist on adding a percentage (10-15%) on all work done by trade people. Her
big sister, the Cleopatra marina, is more meddlesome
and greedy, so we leave her to others.
Every time we leave Clio in another location we

have to start the time-consuming process finding the
right people (expertise and reliability), workshops
(technical know-how and equipment) and chandleries (expertise, willingness to help, product quality,
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speed of them ordering things, prices). We also have
to organise a place to leave our sails, spray hood
and bimini to be cleaned and checked/repaired and
stored for the winter. As Greece and Turkey cultures
heavily rely on networks between individuals, it is
most important to find a well-connected person and
work your way into the web from there. In the past
some of those people have become good friends that
we still are in contact with, long after the professional interactions have ceased. Another great source of
information is just walking around in boat yards and
talking to fellow-yachties and trades people that are
at work there. Good trade people very quickly filter
out in this process; it has a high input-output ratio.
As mentioned in a previous blog, our keel (castiron steel) is rusting in some places and our efforts
to clean, metal-prime and underwater prime it last
year did not result in stopping the problem. Stephan,
a very capable German engineer, advised us to get
the keel sand-blasted to
remove all traces of rust,
and take it from there. He
had no idea of the price
and also had no idea of
who to ask, so we relegated
that advice to the dark and
often inaccessible recesses
of the brain.
In the meantime, back on
Clio, berthed at the Preveza quay, Chris has succumbed to a chest infection and retreated into the
cabin with lots of tissues,
strepsils, antibiotics, puffers and the likes. Skipper
showed his multi-skilledness by starting to produce
batches of various chicken
soups, the cure for most
diseases known the world
over. Notwithstanding
medication, soups and
long rests, the dammed

bugs wouldn’t give up and we had a visit to the local
hospital. When we arrived around 5 pm it was eerily
quiet in the emergency wards. After some time we
were able to locate a nurse and the message of a patient daring to enter this place of healing at such an
ungodly hour as five in the afternoon spread to the
dizzying heights of a medically schooled person.
After some administrative inquiries regarding our
insurance status (luckily we still had our Greek
health insurance), Chris was treated to a full work up
of x-rays, bloods, ECG and blood pressure and body
search for malicious bacteria and viruses . After this
extensive data collection exercise we were shown to
an empty examination room and told to wait. Which
we did, and did, and did a bit longer. After 6 pm
we saw a dramatic increase in the influx of Greeks
who obviously only can be sick after 6pm. Around 8
pm Chris was summoned into another room to be
briefed on the findings. Well, briefed is a big word,
she was given a prescription for the pharmacy for
a severe asthma steroid
inhaler and instructions to
return if she gets a fever.
The main medication
consisted of 60 portions
of pharmaceuticals, to be
inhaled using some sort of
puffer device for a maximum of 15 days of two
applications per day. The
other 30 were probably
to make sure both pharmaceutical industry and
pharmacy were making
some € €. A quick look
on the internet resulted
in a long list of scary side
effects, so Chris decided
after a couple of days and
good night sleeps to give
the rest a miss.
After a whole week of
coughing and sitting up
through the night with
little sleep, eventually the
chicken soup and medi-
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cation did take effect and Chris was getting better.
Meanwhile Francis started with the 54 tasks on
the list for this year for Clio’s winter preparations.
Sails and Bimini were removed and carted off to be
cleaned, repaired where needed and stored in a dry
place for the winter. Cloe was hauled onto the front
deck and thoroughly cleaned, the inboard diesel
engine and engine bay were cleaned, main sail furling
spindle secured, foresail furling spindle removed and
stored etc., and search parties were dispatched to find
needed equipment and containers.
A small boat under Austrian flag pulled up on the
quay around the end of the week and we met a lovely
German couple, Siegfried and Gabrielle who Francis had some discussion with about boat repair and
world politics and how to fix the woes of the world.

Gabrielle and Preveza, leaving Kathy II (our faithful supplier of basil leaves) in their good care, we
motored across the bay to wait our turn to be lifted
out at Actio Marina, as was agreed with them weeks
before. We waited and we waited, by late in the afternoon after seeing other yachts moving into the boat
ramp without being called in by the marina office,
skipper decided to move ourselves alongside the
quay at the boat ramp to see if we would be able to
insert ourselves in the queue. After a few more hours
Francis went and talked with what seemed to be the
upper-boat-hauler, but he mumbles something about
‘the office’ (which already had been abandoned for
hours).
As we were waiting on the quay we were visited by
Wout from WallyDoc2 who we had met last year
in Nysiros and who had just sold their boat (a yacht
owner’s second time to be happy) and we arrange to
meet with him and his wife Thea for dinner tomorrow.

17 October
Today, Monday, waving goodbye to Siegfried and

We had just about given up on anything happening
today, when Francis spotted a well-rounded person
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racing around on a quad bike and handing out orders
to the boat haulers, obviously the boss-hauler. Asking if we were still being hauled out today, pointing
at Cleo patiently waiting at the quay, he gave some
more orders to the assembled hauling community
and the lifting crew waved us into the lifting bay. The
sun was setting quickly over Clio (and our sailing
season), but she was at last out of the water and on
her way to her winter resting place. It was 8.30 that
night and dark before Clio was securely placed on

the hard stand in her Zimmer frame, with the help
of the excellent little torches we bought over the last
couple of years from deaf people doing the rounds.
Tomorrow we start on the 54 tasks.

Tuesday 18 of October
We’re on the hardstand in Aktio Marina in Preveza.
This morning, after a stormy but very restful night,
there was a very loud racket being produced by
something a couple of boats away. It turned out to
be a sand-blasting operation. Great, just what we
needed. We talked with the boss-man Panos and our
fears of an Australia-size hole in the budget turned
out to be unfounded. About €550 to blast the keel,
fill the holes with 2-pack epoxy filler and seal it with
epoxy metal primer. And it can be done within a
couple of days, even better as the next stage consists
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of putting 4 layers of 2-component epoxy primer on,
each with about ½ day of curing/drying. Something
we can do much cheaper ourselves.

WARNING: TECH STUFF!
The keel and its problems. Last year we spent a fair
bit of time, money and elbow grease on trying to stop
the rusting of the keel. After about four weeks in the
water, the keel was rusting even worse than before, so
obviously there was something we didn’t do right or
we didn’t properly understand.

The keel always looked a bit pitted here and there, it
looked like the keel metal was electrolysing in places.
Not that I could understand why, because there were
no bi-metal connections exposed to seawater.
Anyway, Stephan the gifted German engineer, suggested that the rust problem was best attacked with
a ’bite the bullet’ sandblasting approach. I thought
that was a bit over the top and a steel brush on a drill,
applied at the rusty spots should do the job. Well, we
tried that last year and it failed, maybe he was right
and so we hired Panos to do the job. He turned out
to be an excellent choice. Not only did he blast sand
at keels, but he’s also able to gently blast antifouling
from the underwater hull, repair structural polyester,
gel coats, and paint whatever needs painting.

So Panos and I got talking about the keel and the
rusting and I ventured my opinion about the pittedness and my electrolysis hypothesis. He corrected
that idea by explaining that the unevenness is not
some erosion process but the result of the keel being
casted steel. Ahhhh, a penny dropped! Now that
explained a lot. In the process of pouring the liquid
iron into the keel mould, air bubbles get trapped
along the wall of the mould, causing the pitted surface. After the metal cools down, the factory fills the
‘valleys’ with some polyester compound and that’s
how they get a more or less smooth surface. But if
you look a bit closer at the keel’s surface after sand-
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blasting, you can see that some of the ‘valleys’ extend
underneath the surface, well beyond the opening
and as such form small subsurface caves. Things like
steel brushes (most likely introducing more rust) or
sandpaper will never reach those little caverns. As
we know, rust (iron oxide) on a steel surface (especially in sea water) will facilitate the electrochemical rusting process in a positive feedback way: rust
accelerates rusting. Once rusting starts inside those
little caves under the surface, there really is no other/
better way to remove the rust than by sandblasting,
and so resetting the rusting process. By quickly
putting a metal primer on (making sure it gets into
those little caves) before water and oxygen in the air
can start the oxidizing (rusting) process again, we
effectively set the keel back to the time it came out
of the mould. Excellent, we much better understand
the process. Thanks Panos!
So, now to the practice of it all. Panos and his team
rock up with a fairly sizeable compressor to blast
the very abrasive grid (glass I believe). As the grid
pulverizes upon impact, both the blaster and the
environment need some protection. The blaster has
a positive pressure helmet and a small tent is erected
around the blasting area to contain the dust and stray
grid. The whole process is done fairly quickly, it
took just over an hour to blast our keel. Straight after
the blasting, they applied a two-component epoxy
steel primer, making sure it covered the inside of the
subsurface caves. Once the primer is on, the most
time-critical work has been done as moisture and
oxygen is now excluded from the metal. The primer
is to cure and harden for about a day. Next day the
bigger dents and caves are filled with an epoxy filler
which needs to cure for another 24 hours and sanded
down where necessary. Where you sand through the
original primer, you need to reapply it. In our case
Panos was very prudent in just putting another coat
of metal primer over the whole keel.
Well, that was their work done: very expertly, timely
and with some insightful info on the side. Unlike
many others we worked with, Panos also actually responds to emails and keeps us up-to-date, something
we really appreciate being so far away. We liked very
much working with him, let us know if you need his
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Fortunately we were able this year to afford to ‘outsource’ two big tasks: sanding and repainting the
antifouling, and polishing and waxing the hull.

details. Thanks a lot Panos and his team for a great
job and very friendly help!
Over the next couple of days, I applied four coats of
epoxy (not steel, that was already done) primer, with
its main objective being to protect the keel. Before
she goes into the water, we need to put on an underwater primer to allow the antifouling paint to stick
better to the keel. But that is for next year.

24th of October
Wout and Thea, the (now former) owners of WallyDoc2 we met in Nisyros last year, had come to
Preveza to finalise the sale of their boat. We met up
on Tuesday night with Wout and Thea for drinks
and dinner. We enjoyed their very interesting and

Monday 23rd of October
At the Aktio boat yard in Preveza. We had two very
wet days with lots of rain which slowed the progress
of the outside work. Between putting layers of epoxy
primer on the keel during dry spells, there is also
a lot of cleaning and packing underway. Ceilings,
floors, bilges all need to be cleaned with fresh water
and soap to get rid of any corroding salt. Equipment
needs to be dismounted, packed and safely stored.
The bed linen, towels, blankets, clothes etc. need
to be wrapped up in double plastic bags and find a
place. The pumping mechanism of the two toilets
were taken apart and de-calcified with hydrochloric
acid solution and all rubber rings, valves and seals
were replaced. It is a bit of overkill to do that every
year, but it definitely pays off if it prevents problems
during the summer with people on board. The toilets
themselves need to be cleaned and disinfected for the
winter to prevent unwanted odours when we come
back. The tasks add up to 54 tasks this year and we
reserved two weeks to get it all done.

entertaining conversation with lots of laughs and
it was a pity they had to leave early-ish to catch the
ferry from Igoumenitsa to Italy on their way back to
Holland. Maybe next time we will meet in Oz. We
shuffled back to Clio in the dark and after a couple
of wrong turns were able to climb the ladder. To our
amazement we found this perfect little green tree
frog sitting on one of the treads. It turned out to be a
European Tree Frog (Hyla arborea), the only tree-
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frog species in Europe (and 64 species in Australia).

22 to 26 October
Once the skies cleared we were able resume our
assault on The List and lowered the anchor and chain
and give them a well needed new coat of zinc paint.
Francis was able to apply the final coats of epoxy
primer to the keel whilst being smothered in swarms

of mosquitoes which came after the rain. He also removed the internal steps to sand them and give them
a fresh coat or three of varnish.
As it turned out, all ‘experts’ agreed that it would be
preferable to store your dinghy in an inflated condition to prevent creases in the rubber to occur. So,
Cloe was re-inflated, covered and tied down. All
the hatches and winches also went under cover. We
have lashed out this season on a tent which will cover
Clio’s deck end to end, once completed it will be put
on before the end of November, this will give her
good protection from the winter weather and will
also provide great shade cover in the summer next
year for the main berth and central cabin.
On Tuesday night we met up for dinner with Siegfried and Gabrielle, the Austrian couple we had met
in Preveza. They have just had their yacht lifted into
the Ionian Marina next door to the Aktio boatyard.
It was very enjoyable with lots of world-problemsolving-after-wine going on.
Wednesday morning Chris set off with a bag of leftover carrots to find the donkeys and happily distributed them amongst the local population. They (the
donkeys) were very interested in Chris, but scurried
quickly away after they realised that there was no
more carrots, possibly afraid of the so often associated stick. Then the inevitable moment of leaving Clio
to the element for another 6 months

At 10 a.m. We boarded the marina bus and were
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delivered to the bus station in Preveza to catch our
coach to Athens after a couple of hours drinking coffee and waiting for the bus to arrive. It was a long six
hours drive to Piraeus, but part of the time was taken
up in meeting with Esther a Greek businesswoman
who is heavily involved with the Opera in Vienna,
who was lots of fun to talk to. On reaching Piraeus
she insisted in guiding us to the taxi rank and directing the driver to our hotel, she declared herself our

adopted Greek mother-in-law.
After a good night’s sleep in our hotel, we boarded
the ferry to Paros at 7:25 in the morning. After bus
ride and another ferry crossing from Paros to Antiparos and a taxi ride up the hill, we finally arrived at
our friends Gérard and Eva’s lovely house on a hill
overlooking the strait between Paros and AntiParos
(middle-right). And now for five weeks of total quiet
relaxation and feeding the cats.
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Feedback from Crew 4: Nymera and
Lansing

ably lazy, spent stretched out on deck lulled by Clio’s
gentle rocking - an opportunity to catch up on some
reading, or just enjoy the local scenery and do some
people-watching. Most days concluded with “Happy
Hour”, an opportunity to relax, engage in amiable
discussion, and perhaps try a local beer or wine whilst
savouring tasty snacks - making sure to leave enough
room for Chris’s superb cuisine.
Sounds like a great holiday? It was indeed a memorable and unique experience. Thanks, Francis and Chris.
You are wonderful hosts, and your hospitality added so
much to our Greek Island adventure - making it truly a
Vacation of a Lifetime.
N&L H.

Nemyra and Lansing were our fourth crew in 2016.
They were on board for 11 nights (11/09-22/09) and
we sailed about 80 NM (150 km) in that time. They
joined us in Kerkyra (Korfu) and we visited Mandraki marina in the centre of Korfu city, the Blue Lagoon
on Sivota Island and Sivota , Lakka and Gaios on
Paxos, Votoumi Bay on Antipaxos, Ioanni Bay and
Preveza from where they continued their journey
around Greece.
This is how they are looking back at their trip on
Clio:
Our 11 nights and 12 days sailing on Clio in the Ionian
Sea with Chris and Francis went by far too quickly.
What a smorgasbord of experiences: dining in delightful harbourside cafes sampling the local cuisine;
exploring historical sites on Corfu; visiting local places
of interest both there and on the other islands too.
There was also swimming and snorkeling in crystal
clear waters, and often being delighted by our hosts
when introduced to their marine creatures and their
latest sea “finds”.
There was interesting activity to be had on shore wandering narrow streets with quaint shopfronts
(sometimes getting a little lost whilst exploring, but this
only added to the experience). Some days were enjoy-
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Feedback from Crew 5: Margaret,
Laurel and Neil

Christine, the other half of team Clio, cooked up a
storm of delicious dishes while her skills with a sail &
docking were admirable. I thoroughly recommend this
duo to anyone looking to sail the Greek islands.

This is Neil’s comments on his time on board Clio:
Not being a sailor and prone to seasickness, I was a
little concerned when advised that we had booked to
go sailing around Greece on a small yacht. However
within the first few days my concerns were put to rest.
Our Captain (Francis) with his First Mate (Chris)
displayed total professionalism when sailing Clio (the
yacht) around this incredibly beautiful area of the
world.
From small villages that rely on the yachts to survive,
to larger towns that have some special areas to explore.
Imagine standing in the bathhouse of Cleopatra located in the ruins of the Necropolis in Preveza.
Want to have a magical ride then I recommend you
join with Francis and Chris aboard Clio for a very
special journey.

Margaret, Laurel and Neil were our fifth crew in
2016. They were on board for 14 nights (25/0910/10) and we sailed about 120 NM (200 km) in
that time. They joined us in Preveza and we visited
Vonitsa, Lefkas town on Lefkas Island, Sparti, Nidri,
Scorpios, Vati on Meganisi, Atokos, Filiatro Bay and
Vathy on Ithaka, Fiskardo on Kefalonia, Sivota on
Lefkas, and back to Preveza via Lefkas marina.
This is Margaret’s impression, looking back on her
trip on Clio:
Such good memories of my time on Clio: freshly
squeezed hot lemon juice each morning, prepared by
our host Francis, who was our sailing Captain &daily
coordinator. Our days drifted by soaked in sunshine,
cool breezes &amazing island adventures.
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After sailing the Aegean and Ionian Seas for six
months, from April until October 2016, we were
allowed to use Gérard and Eva’s cottage on the
Island of Antiparos for five weeks, from the end
of October until the beginning of December.
On a boat a fair bit of focus and energy has to
be used to keep crew and equipment safe and in
working order. In Gérard’s little house we could
completely relax and enjoy the everyday pleasures of living in such beautiful surroundings.
Our days were filled with long sleeps and many
naps, the odd walk down the hill to do some
shopping (chocolate was a staple), bike rides
into the village for a coffee or ice cream, reading,
feeding cats and creating slide shows for each of
our Crews, based on the 8,942 photos and videos we shot this year. At night we watched old
movies or TV shows until we fell asleep, often 10
minutes into the movie.
We could not have had a more enjoyable and relaxing time and this is to say thank you to Gérard
and Eva for letting us stay in their piece of paradise.
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